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### Abstract

Insulin resistance is a hallmark of type 2 diabetes, an increasingly common disorder. The cause of insulin resistance is supposed failures in the processes used by insulin to signal to the interior of its target cells. These failing steps are still unknown, most probably because of incomplete knowledge of how the insulin signals are transmitted. Since insulin resistance is strongly linked to obesity, defects in lipid metabolism or other adipocyte functions, may be an important factor in the development of this pathological state. It is therefore of particular interest to study insulin signalling and lipid metabolism in adipose tissue. More specifically, the aim of this thesis was to study the regulation of adipocyte protein kinase B (PKB), an insulin-stimulated kinase that has been implicated in mediating many of insulin's metabolic as well as mitogenic effects.

We have shown, that in response to insulin, adipocyte PKB translocates from the cytosol to the plasma membrane in a phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3-K)-dependent manner. This is believed to induce a conformational change in PKB, allowing it to be phosphorylated and activated by the upstream kinase phosphoinositide-dependent kinase (PDK)-1 and 2. We have demonstrated that PKBB in primary adipocytes is unphosphorylated prior to stimulation, and insulin mainly induces phosphorylation on Ser-474. Furthermore, protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) was identified as the phosphatase responsible for dephosphorylation and deactivation of PKB in adipocytes. In addition, we have initiated an investigation regarding the regulation and role of PDK1 in adipocytes. Endogenous PDK1 was shown not to be activated, but to translocate from the cytosol to the membrane fraction, in response to insulin. Moreover, adenoviral-mediated expression of PDK1 was used in order to assess the role of PDK1 in primary adipocytes. A recent study has been focused on the kinase inhibitor dimethylamino purine (DMAP), and its effects on metabolic signalling pathways in adipocytes. DMAP was demonstrated to inhibit insulin-induced glucose uptake, antilipolysis and lipogenesis. Possible molecular targets, inhibition of which may mediate the effects of DMAP, were shown to be PKB and c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK).

In summary, this thesis has provided valuable information regarding the molecular mechanisms underlying insulin-induced activation of PKB, a key component of the insulin signalling pathway.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDE</td>
<td>phosphodiesterase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDGF</td>
<td>platelet-derived growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDK</td>
<td>phosphoinositide-dependent kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFK2</td>
<td>6-phosphofructose-2-kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td>pleckstrin homology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3-K</td>
<td>phosphoinositide 3-kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIP</td>
<td>phosphatidylinositolmonophosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKA</td>
<td>protein kinase A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKB</td>
<td>protein kinase B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKC</td>
<td>protein kinase C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>protein phosphatase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPAR</td>
<td>peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTB</td>
<td>phosphotyrosine binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTPase</td>
<td>protein tyrosine phosphatase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSK</td>
<td>p90 ribosomal S6 kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6K</td>
<td>p70 ribosomal S6 kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGK</td>
<td>serum- and glucocorticoid-induced protein kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH</td>
<td>Src homology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHP</td>
<td>SH2-containing phosphatase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG</td>
<td>triglyceride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF</td>
<td>tumor necrosis factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSC</td>
<td>tuberous sclerosis complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZD</td>
<td>thiazolinediones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>vascular endothelial growth factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

General background

Diabetes mellitus is a heterogeneous disease characterized by an inability of the body to maintain a normal blood glucose level. The prevalence of diabetes is increasing substantially in most parts of the world, and has now reached an average of 3-6 % in Western Europe and the United States (1, 2). Type 1 diabetes is a result of a more or less complete absence of insulin, caused by an autoimmune destruction of the insulin-producing cells. The vast majority of diabetic subjects (90-95 %) however suffer from type 2 diabetes (also called late onset diabetes or non insulin-dependent diabetes), which is strongly linked to obesity. This form of diabetes is a consequence both of the target tissues becoming resistant to the effects of insulin, as well as a failure of the pancreatic β-cells to produce accurate amounts of insulin.

Fig 1 Insulin action In the absorptive state, insulin secreted from the endocrine pancreas promotes the uptake and storage of ingested nutrients. Insulin lowers blood glucose mainly via an increased glucose uptake and glycogen synthesis (glycogenesis) in muscle and a decreased hepatic glucose output through increased glycogen synthesis and decreased gluconeogenesis and glycogen breakdown (glycogenolysis) in this tissue. In adipose tissue, triglycerides are stored through increased triglyceride formation and decreased breakdown (lipolysis).
Insulin produced and secreted by the pancreatic \( \beta \)-cells after a meal serves to stimulate the uptake of nutrients and their conversion to energy stores (outlined in Fig 1). In muscle, the major effect of insulin is to induce uptake of glucose and stimulate glycogen synthesis. In liver, insulin stimulates glycogen synthesis, as well as inhibits gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis, resulting in a decreased hepatic glucose output. In adipose tissue, insulin inhibits breakdown of stored fat in a process called antilipolysis, as well as stimulates the uptake of glucose and fatty acids and their conversion into triglycerides. Through these actions, insulin functions as an important regulator of postprandial glucose- and lipid homeostasis. In addition, insulin functions as a growth factor to stimulate cell growth (via increased protein synthesis), survival and proliferation (3).

Decreased sensitivity to insulin, so called insulin resistance, is a hallmark of type 2 diabetes and is by many believed to be the primary defect in this disease. The cause for insulin resistance is supposedly failures in the molecular processes which insulin uses to signal to the interior of its target cells. These failing steps have not yet been identified, most probably because of the lack of complete knowledge of how the insulin signal is transmitted.

Insulin resistance and diabetes are strongly linked to obesity, and dysregulation of lipid metabolism, or other defects in adipocyte function, may therefore be an important factor in the development of these pathological states.

The aim of this thesis has therefore been to increase the understanding of insulin signalling and the regulation of lipid metabolism in adipose tissue. Especially, we have focused on protein kinase B (PKB), an enzyme that has recently been shown to mediate many of insulin’s metabolic as well as mitogenic effects. To provide a background to the present investigation, adipose tissue and its suggested role in the development of insulin resistance will be described. Moreover, insulin signalling in general, and the early steps preceding PKB activation specifically, will be introduced.

**Role of adipose tissue in the development of diabetes**

Obesity is an increasing health problem in the western world because of the elevated risk for several complications such as insulin resistance and diabetes, as well as hyperlipidemia, hypertension and cardiovascular disease.

In the western world 80 % of all diabetic patients are obese, demonstrating a strong link between obesity and insulin resistance and diabetes (1). However, only 10 % of obese people have diabetes (2), indicating that, even if there might not be a direct causal relationship between obesity and frank diabetes, obesity is an important pathophysiological factor in those who are also genetically predisposed to develop the disease. Furthermore, obesity does seem to directly cause insulin resistance (4), an early hallmark of diabetes. The
association between obesity and diabetes is further demonstrated by genetic and diet-induced animal models of obesity, for example the ob/ob mouse (5, 6) and the Zucker fatty rat (7), which develop insulin resistance and diabetes upon weight gain.

Central (intra-abdominal) adiposity is much more strongly linked to insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes than subcutaneous fat depots (8). The reason for this is not entirely clear, but the leading hypothesis is that regional differences in the rate of triglyceride breakdown, lipolysis, causes a higher release of free fatty acids (FFAs) from the abdominal depots (9, 10). In addition, since these central fat depots empties directly into the portal vein, the load of FFAs on the liver is predicted to be high. As will be discussed below, FFAs have been shown to promote insulin resistance.

The definite factor or combination of factors linking obesity with insulin resistance and diabetes remains to be determined. However, over the past years adipose tissue and its role in the development of diabetes has received much attention, and many possible such factors have in fact been identified (11). Proposed mechanisms for obesity-induced insulin resistance are summarized in Fig 2.

**Free fatty acids**

FFA is the most studied and perhaps strongest candidate to an adipose tissue-derived factor inducing insulin resistance.

Plasma FFAs are usually elevated in obese or diabetic patients (12, 13). Such elevations can be due to an expanded adipose tissue mass per se, but could also be a result of a primary dysregulation of adipose tissue lipolysis, leading to an increased mobilization of FFAs to the blood, and lipid accumulation in non-adipose tissues.

Accumulation of lipids in skeletal muscle has both in humans and animals been shown to correlate with insulin resistance (13). One mechanism for this, proposed by Randle et al, could be a decreased glucose disposal and thereby glucose uptake, caused by an indirect inhibition of hexokinase (14, 15) and thereby glycolysis, by FFAs. However, there is also evidence supporting that FFAs directly affect the glucose transport machinery (13), either through interactions with the endocytotic machinery, or indirectly through desensitisation of the insulin signalling pathway (16). This desensitisation may be caused by FFA-induced activation of protein kinase C (PKC), and subsequent ser/thr phosphorylation of insulin signalling components, in particular insulin receptor substrates (17).

In liver, FFAs have been suggested to inhibit the ability of insulin to decrease glucose output (18), although this observation has been subject to some controversy.

Furthermore, FFAs also affect insulin secretion from pancreatic β-cells, providing additional ways in which FFA could induce a diabetic state.
Treatment of β-cells with FFAs acutely leads to increased insulin secretion (19). However, prolonged exposure has been suggested to have negative effects on β-cell function, leading to impaired glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (20).

**Fig 2 Adipocyte-derived factors involved in the development of diabetes** Free fatty acids (FFA) as well as other factors produced in the adipose tissue (so called adipokines) have been shown to affect insulin sensitivity. PAI-1; plasminogen activator inhibitor-1, IL-6; interleukin-6, TNFα; tumor necrosis factor α, HGO; hepatic glucose output.

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ) is a member of the nuclear receptor superfamily that plays a critical role for adipocyte differentiation. The natural ligands for this receptor were for long unknown, but have now been shown to include polyunsaturated fatty acids (21). Thus, interaction of FFAs with PPARγ can affect gene transcription. However, thiazolidinediones (TZDs), pharmacological agonists of PPARγ, are efficient insulin-sensitising drugs, and are as such used to treat diabetic patients.
Activation of PPARγ by FFAs is therefore not likely a mechanism whereby FFAs mediate insulin resistance. A new interesting finding is the discovery of a cell surface receptor in humans, binding FFAs as well as TZDs (22). This receptor, denoted free fatty acid receptor (FFAR), was shown to be a member of the G-protein coupled receptor superfamily, and was expressed in insulin-sensitive tissues such as skeletal muscle, liver and pancreatic β-cells. Future studies will be needed to identify the intracellular signalling pathways as well as physiological responses coupled to this receptor.

**Adipose tissue as an endocrine organ**
Apart from providing an energy store in the form of triglycerides, adipose tissue has recently been shown to have important endocrine functions. Examples of factors produced and secreted by adipocytes that have been suggested to affect insulin sensitivity are leptin, tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα), adiponectin (also called AdipoQ and Acrp30) and resistin (Fig 2). Leptin is an adipocyte-derived hormone, which has been proposed to function as a nutritional sensor regulating food intake and energy expenditure (23). Initially, leptin was thought to act primarily in the hypothalamus, but leptin receptors are also expressed elsewhere and substantial data have now been presented that support the hypothesis that leptin could have important effects also on peripheral tissues, such as β-cells, muscle, liver and adipose tissue. The relative importance of central and peripheral effects of leptin is not known and the emerging picture of peripheral leptin action is complex. In muscle and adipose tissue, leptin has been shown to increase lipolysis and lipid oxidation and inhibit lipid synthesis, suggesting that leptin could promote insulin sensitivity (24-27). In β-cells however, conflicting data has been presented, reporting both inhibition (28) and stimulation (29) of insulin secretion.

The cytokine TNFα is produced by adipocytes and is overexpressed in adipose tissue from obese individuals (30). TNFα has been shown to regulate and interfere with adipocyte metabolism at different sites. For example, TNFα blocks fatty acid uptake into adipocytes, inhibits lipogenesis and increases lipolysis. These effects of TNFα may together contribute to the elevated basal lipolysis and FFA levels seen in obese subjects (31). TNFα is also believed to induce insulin resistance directly through induction of ser/thr phosphorylation of insulin receptor substrates (IRS), resulting in decreased downstream signalling in response to insulin (32). The role of TNFα as a negative regulator of insulin signalling and lipid metabolism is supported by the beneficial effect of TNFα- or TNFα receptor knockouts in animal models of obesity-associated insulin resistance (33, 34).
Adiponectin is a novel adipocyte-derived hormone, the decreased expression of which, in contrast to TNFα, correlates with insulin resistance and obesity in rodents and humans (35). Adiponectin has been shown to improve insulin sensitivity in obese mice, by decreasing lipid accumulation in muscle and liver. This effect was a result of increased expression of genes involved in fatty acid combustion and energy dissipation (36). Data derived from mice lacking adiponectin are somewhat conflicting. Mice generated in one laboratory developed insulin resistance after high fat feeding for two weeks (37), whereas mice from another research group remained normal in this respect, even throughout a period of 7 month on a high fat diet (38).

The hormone resistin is produced in adipocytes and has been suggested to be a link between obesity and insulin resistance, because of its ability to impair glucose tolerance and insulin action when administered to normal mice. The expression of resistin was shown to be increased in mice with diet-induced obesity, and anti-resistin antibodies could improve blood sugar and insulin action in the same animals (39). Even though the rodent studies provide compelling evidence that resistin could be the long sought link between obesity and insulin resistance, the role of resistin in humans is more uncertain. Human resistin expression in adipose tissue has been shown to be very low, and did not necessarily correlate with obesity and insulin resistance (40). Further studies of human resistin are needed to clarify its role in human metabolism.

Other factors produced by adipocytes that have been implicated in lipid metabolism or in the development of insulin resistance, diabetes or its complications are plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (41), interleukin-6 (IL-6) (42), adipsin (43) and angiotensin (44).

**Hormonal regulation of lipid metabolism**

The major function of adipose tissue is to store and release energy in the form of triglycerides (TG). As shown in Fig 3 (black arrows), in the absorptive state, lipids derived from the food or from the liver are transported to the adipose tissue in the form of albumin-bound fatty acids or TGs incorporated into chylomicrons and very low density lipoproteins (VLDL). In the tissue, TGs are hydrolysed to FFAs by lipoprotein lipase (LPL), which is located on the blood-facing surface of the capillary endothelium. FFAs then enter the adipocyte and get esterified with glycerol-3-phosphate, derived from glucose metabolism, to once again form TGs. An alternative source of FFAs for TG production is de novo synthesis of FA from carbohydrates, in a process called lipogenesis (45, 46).
Fig 3 Lipid metabolism in the fasted (grey arrows) and fed (black arrows) states

In the post-absorptive state, catecholamines promote the release of FFAs from adipose tissue by activating hormone sensitive lipase (HSL). The FFAs can either be taken up directly by tissues in need of energy, or be incorporated into very low density lipoproteins (VLDL) in the liver. VLDL released into the blood is selectively hydrolysed and used in muscle, since in the absence of insulin, the muscle form of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) is active, but the adipocyte form is not. In the absorptive state, insulin inhibits lipolysis and thereby the release of FFAs into the bloodstream. Instead, adipocyte LPL is activated and FFAs derived mainly from chylomicrons formed in the intestine, but also VLDL produced by the liver (this production is inhibited by insulin), are taken up and esterified to triglycerides.

In the fasted state however (grey arrows in Fig 3), there is a net flow of FAs out of the adipocyte into the bloodstream, from where they can be distributed to the tissue in need of energy. This outward flux is the result of adipose tissue lipolysis, the process in which stored TGs are hydrolysed to FFAs and glycerol through the action of hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL) (45). 10-20% of the released FFAs never leave the adipocyte but are instead re-esterified (46). The glycerol moiety however, cannot to any significant degree be reutilised, because of the low activity of glycerol kinase in adipocytes, but instead diffuses out into the plasma and is used by tissues such as liver and kidney.
Lipid metabolism is under tight hormonal control, catecholamines and insulin being the predominant hormones in the post-absorptive and absorptive states respectively.

Insulin released from the endocrine pancreas in response to glucose after a meal stimulates uptake and storage of nutrients into its target tissues. In adipose tissue, an important effect of insulin is the inhibition of HSL, and thereby lipolysis, in a process called antilipolysis. In parallel with this, FFA influx and TG formation is stimulated by insulin in different ways. First, insulin stimulates the activity of adipose tissue LPL, leading to an increased uptake of FFAs into the adipocyte. Secondly, lipogenesis, that is the de novo formation of FAs, is increased by insulin through stimulation of fatty acid synthase and acetyl-CoA carboxylase, key enzymes in FA biosynthesis. Moreover, lipogenesis is indirectly stimulated by insulin, by increased glucose uptake and thereby an increased supply of lipogenic substrate. Insulin also stimulates FFA (re)esterification. This is mainly mediated via the insulin-induced increase of glucose uptake and hence availability of glycerol-3-phosphate.

In the post-absorptive state, when insulin levels are low, catecholamines (adrenalin and noradrenalin) induce a shift in lipid metabolism towards mobilization of FFAs from the adipose stores. This is brought about via catecholamine-induced activation of HSL and thereby lipolysis. Other agents that have been reported to stimulate lipolysis are glucagon, thyroid hormones, growth hormone, TNFα, leptin and glucocorticoids. However, the physiological relevance of these observations, at least in humans, as well as the mechanisms whereby many of these effectors induce lipolysis, are poorly understood. Catecholamines also activate muscle LPL, thereby ensuring FFA supply to this tissue.

The lipolytic pathway

The pathways whereby catecholamines and insulin regulate lipolysis are depicted in Fig 4. In summary, to stimulate lipolysis, catecholamines bind to G-protein coupled β-adrenergic receptors on the adipocyte surface. This leads to activation of adenylate cyclase (AC) and a subsequent rise in intracellular cAMP and thereby protein kinase A (PKA) activity. HSL is then phosphorylated and activated by PKA.

Catecholamines can either inhibit or stimulate lipolysis, depending on the adrenergic receptor present. α2-receptors, prominent in humans but almost absent in rodents, couple to an inhibitory G-protein (Gi), that blocks adenylate cyclase and thereby inhibits lipolysis. The stimulatory G-protein coupled (Gs) β-adrenergic receptors, however, usually predominate, the β1 and β2 being the most highly expressed in humans whereas the β3 plays a major role in rodents.
Fig 4 The lipolytic and antilipolytic signalling pathways Catecholamines simulate lipolysis by a rise in cAMP, and subsequent activation of protein kinase A (PKA) and hormone sensitive lipase (HSL). This is counteracted by insulin, mainly through phosphorylation and activation of phosphodiesterase 3B (PDE 3B). AR; adrenergic receptor, Gs; stimulatory G-protein, Gi; inhibitory G-protein, AC; adenylate cyclase, PERI; perilipin, FFA; free fatty acid, IR; insulin receptor, IRS; insulin receptor substrate, P13-K; phosphoinositide 3-kinase, PIP; phosphatidylinositol phosphate, PKBK; protein kinase B kinase, PKB; protein kinase B.

Upon agonist binding, the GDP bound to the α-subunit of Gs (Gsα) is exchanged for GTP. This causes Gsα to translocate in the plane of the membrane and interact with the transmembrane part of the integral protein AC. This leads to the activation of the catalytic subunit of AC (facing the cytoplasm), and the subsequent formation of cAMP from ATP.

The rise in cAMP results in activation of PKA, which then activates HSL by phosphorylation on several sites. So far, the sites reported to be phosphorylated in response to β-adrenergic stimuli are Ser-563, Ser-659 and Ser-660 (50, 51). The relative importance of these sites for activation of the lipase in vivo however remains to be determined. The phosphorylation of HSL by PKA is also believed to induce the translocation of HSL to the lipid
droplet seen after β-adrenergic stimulation (52). At the level of the lipid droplet, another degree of regulation of lipolysis exists in the form of various proteins associated with the droplet. The most abundant of these is perilipin (53), which is believed to cover the surface of the droplet and thereby restrict HSL access to its substrate. Stimulation with lipolytic agents results in a phosphorylation of perilipin by PKA (54), making, possibly via translocation of perilipin away from the droplet (55), the lipid substrate more accessible to HSL. TGs are then hydrolysed by HSL to form FFAs and glycerol. Monoglyceride lipase (MGL) is specialized in carrying out the last step of lipolysis, that is hydrolysis of monoglycerides. This lipase does not seem to be hormonally regulated, but is required for complete hydrolysis of TGs into FFAs and glycerol (56).

The antilipolytic pathway
The counteraction of lipolysis by insulin is mainly mediated via phosphorylation and activation of phosphodiesterase 3B (PDE 3B), as shown by use of the PDE3-selective inhibitors cilostamide and OPC 3911 (57, 58). PDE 3B breaks down cAMP, resulting in decreased PKA- and thereby HSL activity. The first steps in the antilipolytic pathway are common for many of insulin’s metabolic actions, and will be discussed in more detail in the chapter called “Insulin signalling”.

In summary (Fig 4), upon insulin-binding, the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase (IRTK) gets activated and phosphorylates insulin receptor substrates (IRS) on multiple specific tyrosine residues (59). This creates docking sites for the regulatory p85 subunit of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3-K) (60), which is recruited to IRS, leading to activation of the catalytic p110 subunit of PI3-K. The activated PI3-K phosphorylates phosphatidylinositol (4,5) bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P$_2$) at the plasma membrane to generate the phosphoinositide PI(3,4,5)P$_3$. The crucial role of PI3-K in antilipolysis was demonstrated using the PI3-K inhibitor wortmannin (61, 62). How the insulin signal is further transmitted by PI(3,4,5)P$_3$ was until recently not known. However, the newly described phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase (PDK)-1, provide a link between PI3-K and its downstream effectors (63). Whether PDK1 is involved in the antilipolytic pathway of insulin has not yet been directly addressed. There is now accumulating evidence that the downstream ser/thr kinase responsible for phosphorylation and activation of PDE 3B is the insulin-sensitive kinase protein kinase B (PKB). The role of PKB in antilipolysis is further discussed on p. 54.

Phosphodiesterase 3B
cAMP and cGMP are critical second messengers mediating effects of many different extracellular stimuli such as hormones, cytokines, growth factors and light. Biological processes involving these messengers include lipolysis,
glycogenolysis, immune responses, growth and differentiation (64). A fine-
tuned regulation of the formation as well as hydrolysis of cyclic nucleotides is 
therefore crucial.
To date, 11 phosphodiesterase gene families have been identified (64), (65). These 
comprise a complex and divergent, but structurally related, group of 
enzymes, each characterized by unique properties with relation to tissue 
distribution, substrate specificity, sensitivity to specific inhibitors, response to 
different stimuli and mode of regulation. The general structure of PDEs 
consists of three distinct domains; a conserved catalytic core flanked by 
divergent N- and C-terminal domains. The catalytic core is about 270 aa 
long, contains a histidine rich so called PDE-signature sequence and share 25-
40% sequence homology in between the different families. The N-terminal 
regulatory domain is highly divergent and contains elements such as binding 
sites for regulatory proteins and other factors, sites for phosphorylation, SH3 
(for Src homolgy) -binding motifs and membrane targeting sequences. The 
function of the small C-terminal domain is largely unknown (64).
The PDE3 family contains the two members PDE 3A and PDE 3B, which 
are products of different, but related genes. Common features of PDE3s are; 
the ability to hydrolyse both cAMP and cGMP, sensitivity to PDE3 
inhibitors, such as milrinone, enoximone and cilostazol, and that they in 
many cell types are phosphorylated and activated in response to IGF1, 
insulin, cytokines and cAMP-elevating agents (66).
However, PDE 3A and PDE 3B also have distinct characteristics, for example 
with regards to subcellular localization, tissue distribution, as well as biological 
roles.
PDE 3A is thought to be particularly important in the cardiovascular system, 
with expression in heart and vascular smooth muscle, whereas PDE 3B is 
expressed in white and brown adipose tissue, liver and pancreatic β-cells, and 
seems to be primarily involved in metabolic processes such as lipid- and 
glycogen storage. A role for PDEs in insulin secretion was early suggested 
(67). Recently, the role of PDE 3B in pancreatic β-cells and the secretion of 
insulin have been addressed in more detail. Adenoviral-mediated 
overexpression of PDE 3B in isolated pancreatic islet of Langerhans, and in β-
cell lines, demonstrated that PDE 3B is a negative regulator of glucose- as well 
as GLP-1 stimulated insulin secretion (68).
The cDNAs of both PDE 3A and PDE 3B have been cloned and the coding 
sequences predict proteins of 122-125 kDa in size (69, 70). The hypothesized 
structural organization of PDE 3A and PDE 3B is similar and the one of PDE 
3B is shown in Fig 5. The N-terminal domain consists of a large hydrophobic 
portion of about 300 aa, containing six predicted membrane spanning 
regions. These, together with a smaller, 50 aa long hydrophobic domain, are 
believed to confer the association of PDE 3B with particulate fractions (71). 
Before and after the small hydrophobic domain lie consensus sequences for
phosphorylation by PKA and PKB. The C-terminally located catalytic domain of PDE3s is unique in the sense that it contains a 44 aa insertion not found in any other PDE families. This insertion is also unique to the different PDE3 isoforms. It is critical for activity, but its function is however not yet known (66).

![Diagram of PDE 3B](image)

**Fig 5 Structural organization of PDE 3B** The regulatory domain of PDE 3B is predicted to contain six membrane spanning regions, a second hydrophobic region, and regulatory phosphorylation sites. The catalytic domain contains a 44 aa insert unique to the PDE 3 family (dark grey box). aa: amino acid, S: serine.

Analysis of the subcellular localization of PDE 3B in 3T3-L1 adipocytes, demonstrated that PDE 3B primarily is associated with the endoplasmic reticulum in these cells. Both the 300 aa, and the smaller 50 aa, hydrophobic regions of the enzyme were required for this membrane association to occur (71). In contrast to these results, preliminary data from primary rat adipocytes indicate that PDE 3B is mainly localized to the plasma membrane (Göransson et al, unpublished data). Whereas PDE 3B has been found to be a particulate enzyme in most cells studied, PDE 3A has been detected in both membrane and cytosolic fractions. This is explained by the existence of three transcriptional variants of PDE 3A (1-3) that differ in size and subcellular distribution (66).

The rat adipocyte form of PDE 3B was purified by Degerman et al in 1987 (72), and subsequently cloned (70). The regulation and mechanisms for activation of this enzyme have since been a great focus of interest. PDE 3B is
activated by phosphorylation in response to insulin as well as cAMP-increasing agents (73). The site phosphorylated in rat adipocyte PDE 3B after stimulation with insulin or isoproterenol, a β-adrenerg receptor agonist, was identified by Rahn et al using two-dimensional (2D) phosphopeptide mapping, and was found to be Ser-302 (74). This is however partly in contrast to a recent site directed mutagenesis study by Kitamura et al, performed in mouse 3T3-L1 adipocytes (75). Their results indicate that Ser-296 (corresponding to Ser-302 in the rat sequence) is critical for phosphorylation in response to isoproterenol, but not for phosphorylation and activation in response to insulin. Instead, Ser-273 (corresponding to Ser-279 in the rat sequence), which lies in a consensus sequence for phosphorylation by PKB, was reported to be the site phosphorylated in response to insulin. Further investigation, such as site directed mutagenesis studies in rat adipocytes, will be required to clear out this discrepancy. In vitro incubation of PDE 3B with PKA leads to phosphorylation of yet another site, namely Ser-427 (Ser-421 in the mouse sequence) (76). However, this phosphorylation did not lead to activation of the enzyme, and does not occur in intact cells.

**Insulin signalling**

**Overview**

During the past ten years substantial progress has been made in elucidating the signal transduction pathways used by insulin to regulate metabolic and mitogenic cellular processes. As discussed earlier, insulin induces a number of different biological responses. As shown in Fig 6 this is achieved by an early divergence of the insulin signal into multiple signalling pathways. Further branching occurs at subsequent downstream steps, providing additional possibilities of fine-tuned and sophisticated regulation of biological responses. Also, there is a high degree of cross-talk between the pathways, adding even more complexity to the scheme.

Specificity in signal transduction is achieved in a number ways, such as the presence of multiple isoforms of the different signalling components, both at the level of the insulin receptor and further downstream. Other ways in which specificity is obtained are tissue-specific expression of key effectors and compartmentalization of signalling complexes (77, 78).

Although insulin signalling pathways diverge at an early stage, and are seemingly very different, they do share some common important themes. The first level of signalling includes activation of the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase upon insulin binding, and recruitment and tyrosine phosphorylation of several intracellular substrates such as IRS1-4 (79), GRB2-associated binder-1 (GAB-1) (80) and SH2-domain containing protein (Shc) (81).
Fig 6 Early steps in insulin signalling

Insulin binding to its receptor (IR) activates the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase, which then phosphorylates various substrates (light grey ellipses), such as insulin receptor substrates (IRS), GRB2-associated binder-1 (GAB-1), SH2-domain containing protein (Shc) and Cbl, on tyrosine residues. The tyrosine phosphorylated motifs (PY) serve as docking sites for enzymes or adaptor proteins containing SH2 (for Src-homology) and SH3 domains, such as PI3-K, growth factor receptor bound protein-2 (GRB2), SH2-containing phosphatase-2 (SHP-2) and Cbl-associated protein (CAP) (dark grey rectangles). These effectors then further transmit the signal to the next level, which is usually a serine/threonine phosphorylation cascade, leading to altered function/location of target enzymes and biological responses.

This creates binding sites for signalling molecules containing so called SH2 (for Src homology) and SH3 domains, such as PI3-K, growth factor receptor bound protein-2 (GRB2) (82), phospholipase C (PLC) and SH2-containing phosphatase-2 (SHP-2) (83). These molecules further transmit the signal to a second level of signalling which includes a series of serine/threonine phosphorations/dephosphorations, often involving ser/thr kinases of the so called AGC family of kinases, e.g. PKB, isoforms of PKC and p70 ribosomal S6 kinase (S6K). This phosphorylation cascade finally causes the activation or deactivation of target enzymes carrying out the biological actions of insulin.
As will be discussed later, based on studies using selective inhibitors of PI3-K, such as wortmannin and LY294002, metabolic effects of insulin have been shown to be mediated via the IRS/PI3-K route, as can be seen in Fig 6. However, the GRB2 and SHP-2 pathways activate, independently of PI3-K, the so called mitogen activated protein (MAP) kinase signalling pathway, a serine/threonine phosphorylation pathway shared by many growth factors. This pathway mediates some of insulin’s mitogenic effects such as modulation of gene transcription (77).

Another PI3-K independent pathway that has received much attention in recent years is the one associated with caveolae, leading to increased glucose transporter (GLUT) 4 translocation and glucose uptake (84). Caveolae are cholesterol and shingolipid enriched microdomains of the plasma membrane, containing the protein caveolin (85). They are present in, among other cell types, adipocytes and certain muscle cells, and are believed to harbour a special subset of insulin receptors (86) coupling to the adaptor proteins Cbl and Cbl-associated protein (CAP). Recent studies have, largely by using the yeast 2-hybrid system, identified binding partners and effectors, among TC10, that then further transmit the signal, finally resulting in increased glucose uptake (84).

The insulin signalling pathway is under strict feedback control. For example, upon dissociation of insulin, the insulin receptor is rapidly dephosphorylated by protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTPases). Most attention has focused on the PTPase PTP 1B. Disruption of the PTP 1B gene in mice leads to increased insulin sensitivity and resistance against diet-induced obesity (87). Insulin action is also controlled by lipid phosphatases, such as SHIP-2 and PTEN, which both attenuate signalling by dephosphorylating the important second messenger PI(3,4,5)P3 (84). Another way in which insulin signalling is negatively controlled is through serine/threonine phosphorylation of the insulin receptor and its substrates. For example, serine/threonine phosphorylation of IRS-1 has been shown to inhibit insulin receptor tyrosine kinase activity (88). Serine/threonine kinases suggested to be responsible for this phosphorylation are PKC (17), c-jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) (89), glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3) (90) and IKK kinase (IKK) (91).

**The insulin receptor**

The insulin receptor was first described (92) and purified (93) in 1971, and has since then been the subject of intensive study both with regards to structure-function and biological role. Insulin receptors are expressed in most vertebrate tissues, although with a great variation in the number of receptors present on each cell. Erythrocytes for example have as few as 40 receptors per cell, whereas classical insulin sensitive cell types such as adipocytes and hepatocytes have around 200,000 copies (59).
The insulin receptor gene family contains two other members, the insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) receptor and the orphan receptor insulin receptor-related receptor (IRR), for which no ligand has been identified. The family members share more than 80% homology within the tyrosine kinase domain, whereas the sequence identity in the ligand binding part is much lower (59). Functional insulin receptors are glycoproteins composed of two α-subunits and two β-subunits, forming the heterotetramer α2β2 (Fig 7). The α-subunits have an entirely extracellular localization, and contain the binding site for insulin. The α-subunits are linked to each other and to the β-subunits by means of disulfide bridges. The β-subunits span the plasma membrane and hence contain an extracellular, a trans-membrane and an intracellular part. The intracellular part largely consists of the tyrosine kinase catalytic domain. Herein several functional regions have been identified, there among the ATP-binding site and the so called regulatory region YXXXY, containing tyrosine sites, autophosphorylation of which is crucial for activation of the kinase. Tyrosine autophosphorylation sites also exists in the juxtamembrane part and the C-terminal tail. The juxtamembrane region seems to be important for selection and phosphorylation of downstream substrates, such as IRS-1, whereas the function of the C-terminal tail is largely unknown (59, 94).

![Fig 7 Structural organization of the insulin receptor (IR)](image-url)

The α-subunits of the IR are connected to each other and to the β-subunits by means of disulfide bridges (S-S). The juxtamembrane region is important for binding of downstream substrates, whereas the role of the C-terminal tail is unknown. Tyrosine phosphorylated residues (Y) and the critical lysine (K) in the ATP-binding domain of the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase (IRTK) are shown in white boxes.
The physiological role of insulin receptors in different tissues has recently been addressed in a series of studies by Kahn et al, in which the insulin receptor gene has been selectively disrupted in different tissues. These studies have greatly increased the knowledge of the relative importance and interplay between different insulin sensitive tissues. Also, previously unknown roles of the insulin receptor were identified. For example, mice lacking the insulin receptor in brain developed mild obesity as a result of an increased food intake, suggesting a role for insulin in appetite regulation (95). Also, insulin signalling in pancreatic β-cells was shown to be important, since mice lacking the insulin receptor in these cells had an impaired glucose tolerance and a loss of glucose-stimulated insulin secretion (96). The phenotype of skeletal muscle specific knock out mice was somewhat surprising. In contrast to the view of muscle as the most important tissue for regulation of glucose uptake after a meal, these mice did not show any alterations in blood glucose, blood insulin, or glucose tolerance (97). This suggests that other tissues, for example adipose tissue and liver, may be more important for glucose-disposal than previously acknowledged. Also, muscle insulin resistance does not seem to be the primary cause of whole body insulin resistance and diabetes. The most severe, but perhaps expected, phenotype was obtained in the mice lacking insulin receptors in liver. These mice developed dramatic insulin resistance and glucose intolerance, and could not suppress hepatic glucose output in response to insulin (98). Disruption of the insulin receptor gene in adipocytes resulted in an increased basal lipolysis and an abolishment of insulin’s ability to induce antilipolysis, glucose uptake and lipogenesis in isolated cells. However, this did not affect whole body glucose-disposal (99), and these mice were not insulin resistant. The main phenotype was instead a decreased fat mass, and a protection against age-dependent obesity and obesity-related glucose intolerance (99). These results clearly demonstrate the important role of insulin in the regulation of lipid metabolism, for example lipolysis and lipogenesis.

**Insulin receptor substrates**

Insulin receptor substrate (IRS-1) was first identified in 1985 (100), as a protein which was heavily tyrosine phosphorylated within seconds after insulin-stimulation of an hepatocyte cell line. Since the IRS-1 gene was cloned (101-103), three more members of this family have been identified and termed IRS-2 (104), IRS-3 (105) and IRS-4 (106). The four IRS isoforms share a general structure (shown in Fig. 8), with an N-terminally located pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, and a phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) domain, which are both important for the interaction of IRS with the IR. These two domains share significant sequence homology in between the isoforms.
The pleckstrin homology (PH) and the phosphotyrosine binding (PTB) domains are similar in between the four IRS isoforms, and are both involved in binding of IRS to the insulin receptor. The C-terminal portions harbour tyrosine phosphorylated motifs (PY) that mediate binding of downstream, SH2 domain-containing effectors.

The less conserved C-terminal portion of the protein contains multiple tyrosine phosphorylation sites in the two motifs YMXM and YXXM. IRS-1 contains 21 potential tyrosine phosphorylation sites, of which at least eight are phosphorylated in response to insulin (59). These motifs then serve as docking sites for SH2-domain containing proteins such as PI3-K, GRB-2, SHP-2 and phospholipase C (PLC) (107). IRS proteins also contain a number of potential serine/threonine phosphorylation sites, phosphorylation of which have been implicated in negative regulation of the insulin signal. For example, phosphorylation of Ser-307 in IRS-1 by JNK, has been shown to be associated with insulin resistance (89).

Although there is probably a certain degree of redundancy in the IRS signalling system, a lot of data is now available demonstrating that IRS isoforms differ in a number of respects such as tissue distribution, subcellular localisation and signalling properties.

Both IRS-1 and IRS-2 are widely expressed. However, differential expression of the two proteins does exist. For example, IRS-2 is barely detectable in rat adipocytes and rat skeletal muscle. IRS-3 was originally identified in adipose tissue, where it is abundantly expressed. In addition, IRS-3 seems to be expressed in other tissues, however with a great species variation. In humans, no IRS-3 gene or protein has been detected (108). IRS-4 was first detected in
human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells, but is also present in various human, rat and mouse tissues (107).

IRS proteins also differ with regards to subcellular localization. IRS-1 and IRS-2 appear to be associated with intracellular membranes, whereas IRS-3 and IRS-4 are localized at the plasma membrane (107, 109).

The difference in number and location of the tyrosine phosphorylations sites in the IRS isoforms, suggests that they may interact with different SH2-domain containing proteins, and hence function to initiate signalling in different pathways. This does indeed take place; all four isoforms bind PI3-K, but SHP-2 only associates with IRS-1 and IRS-3, and PLC is primarily favoured by IRS-1 and IRS-2 (107).

Animal models in which the different IRS genes have been disrupted have provided valuable information about the respective biological functions of IRS isoforms. Mice lacking IRS-1 was shown to be retarded in growth and mildly insulin resistant (110, 111), but did not develop diabetes. This lead to the discovery of IRS-1-independent insulin signalling and the existence of IRS-2. Disruption of the IRS-2 gene, on the other hand, severely impaired glucose homeostasis, primarily because of lack of ß-cell compensation for the insulin resistance (112). This and other studies have demonstrated a crucial role for IRS-2 in ß-cell proliferation and survival. Experiments performed in cells isolated from IRS-1 and IRS-2 knock out mice have helped in understanding the relative importance of IRS-1 and -2 for insulin signalling in different tissues. In IRS-1 knock out mice, IRS-2 could compensate for the lack of IRS-1 more effectively in liver and ß-cells than in adipose tissue and skeletal muscle (110). Accordingly, in IRS-2 knock out mice, the main site of insulin resistance was in the liver, whereas insulin action in skeletal muscle and adipose tissue was nearly normal (112). Thus, IRS-2 appears to play a major role in pancreatic ß-cells and liver, whereas in skeletal muscle and adipose tissue IRS-1 seems to be more important (107, 110, 113).

Mice lacking IRS-3 are normal with regards to growth, glucose homeostasis and glucose uptake in adipocytes, the cell in which IRS-3 is most abundant (114). Also, no compensatory upregulation of IRS-1/IRS-2 occurred in these mice. Taken together, this argues against a major role of IRS-3 in mediating biological effects of insulin. In this context it should also be noted that, as mentioned earlier, the IRS-3 gene seems to absent in humans (108).

The phenotype of IRS-4 knock out mice was mild, with slightly reduced growth, and a small defect in glucose homeostasis (115). This, in combination with the relatively low abundance and restricted tissue distribution of IRS-4, suggests that IRS-4 may not be required for normal insulin action. Further studies will be needed to establish the biological functions of IRS-3 and IRS-4.
Phosphoinositide 3-kinase

PI3-K was first discovered as an 85 kDa protein that was recruited into anti-phosphotyrosine immunoprecipitates, following platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) stimulation (116). PI3-K phosphorylates the inositol phospholipids PI, PI(4)P and PI(4,5)P2, at the 3’ position to generate PI(3)P, PI(3,4)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3. An important role for these phosphoinositides was first suggested upon the discovery that growth factors and insulin induce an acute increase in PI(3,4)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3. It has now been shown that PI(3,4,5)P3 most likely is the primary second messenger formed, and that PI(3,4)P2 is in fact a breakdown product of PI(3,4,5)P3 (60).

Multiple forms of PI3-K, with homology within their catalytic domains, have now been identified, and grouped based on structure, sequence similarities and substrate specificity (117). Class 1 PI3-Ks are heterodimers consisting of a 110 kDa catalytic subunit and a regulatory subunit that functions as an adaptor, associating PI3-K with upstream regulatory elements such as IRS. This PI3-K family is further subdivided into class 1a and class 1b, of which class 1a is the insulin stimulated form. Three different, highly homologous class 1a catalytic subunits have been cloned and termed p110α, p110β and p110δ. Of these, p110α and p110β are most likely to be the isoforms mediating effects of insulin, since they are widely expressed, whereas p110δ is restricted to haematopoietic cells (60). The structural organisation of the three is identical (shown in Fig 9), with the kinase domain in the C-terminus, N-terminally located binding domains for the regulatory subunit and for GTP-bound Ras, and a PIK (for phosphoinositide kinase homology) domain with unknown function in between (117).

**Fig 9 Structure of class 1a and 1b catalytic PI3-K subunits** Class 1 catalytic subunits share a similar structure, with C-terminal kinase domains, a phosphoinositide kinase homology (PIK), with unknown function and a Ras-binding domain. The catalytic subunits bind to regulatory subunits, that mediate the regulation by tyrosine kinases and G protein βγ subunits respectively.
Seven mammalian class 1a regulatory subunits have so far been identified. These are generated from three different genes and alternative splicing of the gene products, yielding proteins of 85 kDa, 55 kDa, and 50 kD in size (117). The structural organization of the class 1a regulatory subunits is shown in Fig 10. The two SH2 domains, mediating binding to tyrosine phosphorylated motifs on upstream molecules, are common to all regulatory subunits. The p85 isoforms in addition have an SH3 domain, proline-rich domains and a breakpoint cluster homology domain (BH) in the N-terminus, the function of which are less well defined. The SH3 domain possibly binds to proline-rich regions of neighbouring PI3-K molecules, providing an autoregulatory mechanism, but has also been shown to bind proline-rich regions of other proteins, such as focal adhesion kinase (FAK) (60).

![Fig 10 Class 1a PI3-K regulatory subunits](image)

The regulatory subunits for class 1a PI3-K are encoded for by three genes. Alternative splicing of the α gene results in five different proteins, including two with 8 amino acid insertions (p85αi and p55αi). Common to all regulatory subunits are the two Src homology-2 (SH2) domains mediating binding to insulin receptor substrates. The function of other regions such as the SH3 domain, proline rich (P1 and P2) domains and the breakpoint cluster homology domain (BH) is not clear.

In insulin sensitive tissues such as muscle and liver, four different regulatory PI3-K subunits are expressed (60). The reason for this redundancy, or whether they have different roles in insulin signalling is not known, and studies aimed to evaluate their ability to be stimulated by insulin have been conflicting. Further investigation is needed to clarify this issue.

Class 1b PI3-Ks (shown in Fig 9) do not bind to SH2-domain containing regulatory subunits but instead to an adaptor mediating regulation by G
protein βγ-subunits. This class of PI3-Ks have not been shown to be stimulated by insulin, and therefore is not implicated in insulin signalling (60).

Class 2 PI3-Ks are widely expressed, but are not believed to mediate effects of insulin since PI(4, 5)P₂ is not a favoured substrate, and since they are not sensitive to the PI3-K inhibitors shown to block many of insulin’s biological responses (60).

Class 3 PI3-Ks are also widely expressed, and are, in contrast to the class 2 family, sensitive to PI3-K inhibitors. Still, since this isoform of PI3-K only accepts PI as a substrate, class 3 PI3-Ks are not thought to play a role in insulin signalling (60).

In establishing the role of class 1a PI3-Ks in insulin action, the use of the two selective and cell permeable PI3-K inhibitors wortmannin and LY294002 has been crucial.

Wortmannin is a fungal metabolite that, with high specificity, blocks class 1 and class 3 PI3-Ks with an IC₅₀ in the low nano-molar range (118). LY294002 is also a highly specific inhibitor, however with a higher IC₅₀ value (1.4 µM) (119). Class 2 PI3-Ks are relatively resistant to both inhibitors.

Using PI3-K inhibitors, as well as other strategies such as overexpression of dominant negative forms of regulatory subunits, or constitutively active forms of the catalytic subunits, PI3-K has been shown to mediate many mitogenic and metabolic actions of insulin such as cell growth and proliferation (120), cell differentiation (121), protein synthesis (122), cell survival (123), glucose uptake (124), glycogen synthesis (125), lipogenesis (126, 127) and antilipolysis (61, 62).

With these studies as a background, the phenotypes of mice lacking different class 1a PI3-K subunits were somewhat unexpected. Indeed, heterozygous loss of all three splice variants of the p85α gene (128), as well as homozygous loss of only the full length p85α (129), resulted in hypoglycemia, hypoinsulinemia and improved insulin sensitivity. Similar results were obtained when the p85β gene was disrupted (130). However, complete (homozygous) loss of all three splice variants of the p85α gene lead to extensive liver necrosis and perinatal lethality (131), presumably demonstrating the requirement of intact PI3-K signalling for normal growth. Similarly, disruption of the p110α gene also resulted in embryonic lethality (132). Collectively, these studies demonstrate that PI3-K signalling per se is required for survival, but that a modest decrease in the amount of regulatory subunit may have a positive effect on insulin signalling. The prevailing hypothesis for how this can be explained is that regulatory subunit monomers function as negative regulators of the insulin signal by competing with p85/p110 dimers for binding to IRS proteins (130). A modest decrease of
regulatory subunit could result in an increased p85/p110 dimer to p85 monomer ratio, and hence relieve this inhibitory effect.

**Phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-1**

**Discovery and cloning**

How the insulin signal is transduced from PI3-K and PIP3 formation to activation of downstream insulin sensitive ser/thr kinases such as PKB, PKC and S6K, was for long a puzzle. After the discovery of PKB, and the recognition of this kinase as an important mediator of many of the metabolic and mitogenic effects of insulin, large efforts were made, aiming at identifying the upstream component, linking PI3-K with activation of PKB and other downstream kinases. Previously, PKB had been shown to be activated by insulin through phosphorylation at Thr-308 in the T-loop of the kinase domain and Ser-473 in the C-terminal hydrophobic motif (133). Therefore this component was predicted to be a ser/thr kinase able to phosphorylate PKB at any of these sites, possibly only in the presence of PIP3. In 1997 Alessi et al and Stokoe et al identified and purified an enzyme from rabbit skeletal muscle and rat brain respectively, that met these criteria. This enzyme was a 67-69 kDa (63) (as judged by SDS-PAGE) kinase, that phosphorylated PKB exclusively on Thr-308, and only in the presence of PIP3 (63, 134), and it was therefore termed phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-1 (PDK1). The unknown Ser-473 kinase was hypothetically named phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-2.

Using tryptic peptides from the purified enzymes, several overlapping human expressed sequence tags (ESTs) were identified, that together encoded a novel, in human tissues ubiquitously expressed protein kinase. The human PDK1 gene encodes a 556 residue protein, with a predicted molecular mass of 63 kDa, and contains an N-terminally located kinase domain and a C-terminal PH domain (135, 136). The chromosomal localization was shown to be human chromosome 16p13.3. Subsequently, the highly homologous (96% and 95% respectively) rat (136) and mouse (137) forms of PDK1 have been cloned. Homologues of PDK1 have also been identified in *Drosophila* (135), *C. elegans* (138), fission yeast (139) and plants (140).

**Regulation**

How PDK1 activity towards downstream targets is regulated has been subject to extensive research, but is still not completely understood. The prevailing hypothesis is that stimulation of cells with insulin and growth factors does not alter PDK1 activity, as this has been shown in several studies (135, 141, 142). There is however some controversy regarding this, since one study by Chen et al demonstrated an approximate 2-fold increase of
endogenous PDK1 activity after insulin stimulation of primary adipocytes (143). Also, the membrane lipid sphingosine was shown to induce an increase in PDK1 activity towards downstream substrates, in vitro as well as in COS-7 cells overexpressing PDK1 (144).

PDK1 overexpressed in HEK 293 cells has been shown to be phosphorylated at several serine sites (141). None of these phosphorylations were affected by IGF-1 stimulation, and only Ser-241 (in the human sequence) was essential for activity of the kinase. Ser-241, and the surrounding residues, are conserved in PDK1 homologues from other species, and mutation of this site to Ala, dramatically decreased the activity. Ser-241 is situated in the T-loop of the kinase and corresponds to the T-loop residue phosphorylated by PDK1 in other kinases, for example Thr-308 in PKB. It is therefore believed that Ser-241 is an autophosphorylation site - a notion that is supported by the finding that PDK1 expressed in bacteria is phosphorylated at this site.

Chen et al also reported PDK1 to be phosphorylated when overexpressed in cells (murine protein overexpressed in NIH-3T3 cells) (143). However, in this study insulin induced an increase in PDK1 phosphorylation. This increase was prevented by the use of wortmannin or when substituting the wt PDK1 for a kinase-inactive, PH domain, or Ser-244 (equivalent to the Ser-241 site in the human sequence) to Ala-244 mutant form of PDK1. Thus, this study supports insulin-dependent autophosphorylation as an important step in activation of PDK1. Sphingosine was also shown to increase PDK1 autophosphorylation, however at three sites situated in a region between the kinase- and the PH domain. These were all different from Ser-241 (144). Sphingosine-induced phosphorylation and activation of PDK1 could be relevant in signalling by some growth factors, for example PDGF, since they in certain cases induce an increase in both PIP3 and sphingosine (144).

Tyrosine phosphorylation of PDK1 has been reported to occur in response to the insulin mimicking agents, H2O2, vanadate and peroxovanadate (145-147). In these studies it is suggested that this phosphorylation occurs at Tyr-373 and Tyr-376 (in the human sequence) and is mediated by the tyrosine kinase Src (145). However, tyrosine phosphorylation has not been shown to take place in response to insulin (141, 145) or any other naturally occurring stimuli, and the physiological relevance of this phosphorylation therefore remains to be established.

The binding of PIP3 to the PH domain of PDK1 is thought to be important for efficient activation of PH domain-containing substrates such as PKB. PDK1 has been shown to bind to vesicles or monolayers containing PIP3, PIP2 and PIP3 (136, 148). PIP3 is bound with very high affinity (20-fold over that of PKB, which also binds this lipid) (136, 148), whereas the affinity for PIP2 is 3-fold lower, and the one for PIP3 15-fold lower (148). Mutants of PDK1 lacking the PH domain are unable to bind lipids. The binding of lipids is believed to govern the
subcellular localization of PDK1 under basal and stimulated conditions. In unstimulated cells, PDK1 is located in the cytosol and to a low extent at the plasma membrane, whereas it is excluded from the nucleus (148-150). Whether the localization of PDK1 is changed in response to growth factor stimulation is controversial. Currie et al did not detect any movement of PDK1 after PDGF or IGF-1 stimulation, whereas PDGF-, insulin- and epidermal growth factor (EGF)-induced translocation of PDK1 to the plasma membrane has been reported by others (149-151). It should be noted that these data were all obtained from experiments performed using overexpression of PDK1 in cell lines, and the need to study endogenous PDK1 in primary insulin sensitive cells is therefore great.

In summary, Alessi et al suggests that PDK1 is constitutively active and localized at the plasma membrane, due to its strong binding to PIP3, which exists at very low levels in unstimulated cells, or PIP2, which is present also in basal states. The insulin- and PIP3 dependency for activation of PKB by PDK1, is instead suggested to be mainly substrate-directed. As will be discussed later, PKB also binds PIP2, although with a much lower affinity, resulting in a cytosolic localization in unstimulated cells and a translocation to membranes first after growth factor stimulation. The binding of PIP3 is also believed to induce a conformational change in the PKB protein allowing for PDK1 to phosphorylate it. The notion that regulation of PDK1 action is substrate-directed is supported by experiments performed in vitro, in which a PH deletion mutant of PDK1 was shown to still activate PKB in a PIP3-dependent manner, although less efficiently, whereas PKB lacking the PH domain had a higher basal activity than wt PKB, and was activated by PDK1 also in the absence of PIP3, albeit at a lower rate (135, 136).

In contrast to this view of PDK1 as a constitutively active kinase which is not modulated further by extracellular stimuli, stands the findings that PDK1 phosphorylation, localization and activity in fact can be changed in response to insulin, growth factors and other stimuli.

**Substrates other than PKB**

PKB is a member of the AGC family of kinases, that among others include isoforms of PKC, PKA, S6K, p90 ribosomal S6 kinase (RSK), mitogen- and stress-activated protein kinase-1 (MSK1), AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) and serum- and glucocorticoid-induced protein kinase (SGK). These kinases share homology within their catalytic domains and all of them require phosphorylation at a site in their T-loop, homologous to Thr-308 in PKB, for activation or stability. Since the sequence surrounding this site is highly conserved in between members of the family, PDK1 was suggested to be the common upstream kinase phosphorylating the T-loop residue of these kinases.
A series of studies were then carried out, confirming that both atypical and novel isoforms of PKC (152, 153), S6K (142) and SGK (154, 155) were phosphorylated by PDK1 in vitro and in cells overexpressing PDK1. These three kinases are all activated by insulin in a PI3-K-dependent manner.

**Fig 11 Substrates for PDK1** Activation of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) results in the accumulation of phosphoinositide(3,4,5)P_3 (PIP_3) at the plasma membrane, leading to the recruitment of PDK1, PKB and possibly PKC_ζ. Lipid binding induces conformational changes in the kinases, enabling PDK1, and other kinases, to phosphorylate and activate PKB and PKC_ζ. Additional substrates of PDK1 are p70 ribosomal S6 kinase (S6K), p90 ribosomal S6 kinase (RSK) and the serum and glucocorticoid induced protein kinase (SGK) The activation of these kinases by PDK1 has been shown not to depend on PIP_3, and is therefore believed to take place in the cytosol.

However, AGC kinases that do not require PI3-K for their activation, such as RSK (156), PKA (157) and conventional PKC isoforms were, in similar experiments, also shown to be phosphorylated by PDK1 at their T-loop residue. The physiological relevance of these kinases as substrates for PDK1 was further studied in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells in which both copies
of the PDK1 gene was disrupted (PDK1 −/−) (158). In these cells PKB was not phosphorylated at Thr-308 in response to IGF-1, and activation of PKB was impaired as well. Also, consistent with previous results, phosphorylation and activation of S6K, RSK and atypical PKC isoforms, was disturbed. The expression of several conventional and novel isoforms of PKC was decreased in PDK1 −/− cells, confirming the notion that phosphorylation by PDK1 may be important for the stability of these kinases. However, the phosphorylation and activation of certain other members of the AGC kinase family, such as PKA, MSK1 and AMPK, were not affected by the lack of PDK1, suggesting that not all AGC kinases are substrates for PDK1 in vivo. The activation of AGC kinases by PDK1 is summarized in Fig 11.

The mechanisms for activation of AGC kinases other than PKB, such as SGK, S6K and RSK, by PDK1 is difficult to explain since they do not, in general, possess a PH domain or bind PIP3. Instead these kinases has been shown to bind directly to the so called PIF-binding pocket of PDK1 (159, 160). This binding is enhanced by phosphorylation of their hydrophobic, C-terminal motif (159), suggesting that the PIF-binding pocket may contain a phosphate binding site. Indeed, the crystal structure of PDK1 revealed a phosphate binding site adjacent to the PIF-binding pocket in PDK1 (161). The PIP3-dependency for activation of these AGC kinases in cells, is possibly mediated via activation of the unknown hydrophobic motif kinase (PDK2?).

To fully establish the in vivo targets for PDK1, as well how/if PDK1 is regulated in response to growth factors, further investigation, especially of endogenous PDK1 in physiologically relevant tissues, is required.

**Biological role**

The role of PDK1 in various biological contexts has been scarcely investigated. However, several attempts have been made trying to elucidate the role of PDK1 in insulin-induced glucose transport. The results from these studies have been conflicting. Two groups report that adenoviral-mediated overexpression of wt PDK1 in 3T3-L1 adipocytes does not affect basal or insulin-induced glucose uptake in these cells (162, 163). However, in other experiments, performed in electroporated primary adipocytes, overexpression of wt PDK1 was shown to result in an approximate two-fold increase in Glut 4 translocation and glucose uptake in the absence of insulin (143, 164, 165). Insulin-induced glucose uptake was not further increased by PDK1 overexpression. A few studies have also addressed the role of PDK1 in the pathway leading to increased glycogen synthesis in response to insulin. PKB has been shown to be the upstream kinase of GSK3 (166, 167), and overexpression of either PKB or PDK1 is enough to mimic insulin-induced inactivation of GSK3 in HEK 293 cells (167). In spite of this, adenoviral-mediated overexpression of wt PDK1 in 3T3-L1 adipocytes was in one case
reported not to affect (162) and, surprisingly, in another to inhibit insulin-induced glycogen synthesis (163).

In contrast to these studies, which all use the technique of overexpressing the wt form of PDK1, others have investigated the consequence of a complete or partial loss of PDK1 in cells and animals. ES cells, in which the PDK1 gene was disrupted, was reported to proliferate normally (158), whereas in human glioblastome cells in which PDK1 expression was dramatically decreased using an antisense approach, cell proliferation was to a large degree inhibited. This inhibition was due both to a decrease of cell doubling and an increase in apoptosis (168). Mice generated from the ES cells lacking PDK1 described above die at embryonic day 9.5 (169). However, mice possessing hypomorphic alleles of PDK1, expressing only about 10 % of normal PDK1 levels, are viable and fertile. In these mice, an injection of insulin lead to normal activation of PKB, S6K and RSK in insulin sensitive tissues. Also, adipocytes isolated from the mice responded normally to insulin, with regards to activation of PKB and inhibition of lipolysis (Göransson, Alessi et al, unpublished data). This indicates that the low level of PDK1 present was still sufficient to cause activation of downstream substrates. However, the mice lacking PDK1 was 40-50% smaller than wt mice. This was due to an overall reduction in organ- and cell size, independently of cell number and proliferation (169). The molecular mechanisms whereby PDK1 regulates cell size remain unclear, but hence seem independent of PKB-, S6K- and RSK-activation in response to insulin. Studies in which the genes coding for PDK1 homologues in *Drosophila* (170), yeast (139) and *C. Elegans* (138) have been disrupted, support that PDK1 is required for normal development and viability of these organisms. Recently, the compound UCN-01 (7-hydroxystaurosporine) was shown to function as a PDK1 inhibitor. When used to treat human fibrosarcoma cells, UCN-01 induced activation of caspas and promoted apoptosis of the cells (171).

**Protein kinase B**

Since its discovery more than ten years ago, protein kinase B (PKB), or Akt, has been the subject of intensive studies. Major focuses have been, trying to elucidate the mechanism for its activation in response to agents that increase PI3-K, such as insulin and growth factors, as well as defining its role in biological responses to these stimuli, and identifying its direct molecular targets. Great advances have been made in all these three areas, and key roles of PKB have been suggested in cellular processes such as glucose- and lipid metabolism, protein synthesis, cell proliferation, anti-apoptosis and gene transcription. During the last year, transgenic animal models have been
generated, providing additional understanding of the relative importance of different PKB isoforms in these processes. However, in spite of these strong efforts, some areas of PKB action and regulation, are still poorly understood. For example, the identity of the upstream kinase responsible for Ser-473 phosphorylation of PKB remains unknown. Also, the molecular mechanisms underlying its involvement in insulin-induced glucose uptake have not at all been explained. In addition, recent reports suggest that some of the roles previously attributed to PKB may be mediated by other, similar kinases. Presumably, future studies will be focused at clarifying these issues, as well as evaluating the role of PKB as a therapeutic target in diseases such as diabetes and cancer.

Cloning, isoforms and homologues
PKB research originates from the discovery, made in 1977 by Staal et al (172), of a transforming retrovirus that causes T-cell leukemia and lymphoma in mice. The virus, termed AKT8, was isolated, and the non-viral DNA component, transduced from the mouse genome, identified, and two human homologues, AKT1 and AKT2, were cloned (173). However, not until almost 15 years later, was the identity of this novel oncogene, termed v-akt, unravelled. Using different strategies, such as PCR with degenerate primers against conserved kinase catalytic domain sequences, low-stringency library screening using a PKA probe, and hybridization using the v-akt DNA, in 1991 three groups independently cloned the cellular homologue of v-akt from mink lung cells, human epithelial cells and human fibroblasts respectively (174-176). The gene was found to encode a 480 amino acid serine/threonine kinase, with a putative molecular mass of 57 kDa, which was, due to its resemblance to PKA and PKC, named PKB, RAC (related to A- and C-kinase) or c-Akt. Later, the nomenclature has been simplified to include only PKB (preferentially used in Europe) and Akt (mainly in USA). The following years another two mammalian isoforms of PKB were identified; PKBβ/Akt2 (177, 178) and PKBγ/Akt3 (179). These are over 80% homologous to PKBα. Subsequently, homologues corresponding to PKB have been cloned from various lower organisms such as Drosophila (180), C. Elegans (181) and yeast (182).

Structure and tissue distribution
The human isoforms of PKB are coded for by separate genes located on the three different chromosomes 14, 19 and 1, for PKBα (183), -β (177) and -γ (184) respectively. Interestingly, the regions in which the genes are located have all been shown to be subject to chromosomal rearrangements (183, 184), leading to human malignancies, suggesting the presence of oncogenes in these regions, the identity of which may be PKB. The organization of the PKBα
Fig 12 Structure of the different PKB isoforms The N-terminal pleckstrin homology (PH) domain mediates lipid binding and membrane translocation of PKB. Threonine (T) and serine (S) sites shown to be phosphorylated in response to insulin and growth factors are depicted. T308 is situated in the T-loop of the kinase domain, whereas S473 lies in the C-terminal so called hydrophobic motif. The viral homologue of PKB, v-akt, is fused to the viral gag protein, which directs v-akt to membranes.

gene has only been described in mouse, in which it was shown to be composed of 13 exons (185). The three isoforms of PKB are over 80% homologues and share a similar domain structure, as shown in Fig 12. Comparison of the amino acid sequence of PKB with other kinases identified three functional regions of the protein; an N-terminally located pleckstrin homology (PH) domain (aa 1-106) (first suggested to be an SH2 domain (174)), a catalytic kinase domain (aa 148-411), and a C-terminal tail (aa 411-480). PH domains are comprised of about 100 aa, and over 200 genes encoding PH domain containing proteins have now been identified in humans (186). They share a relatively low sequence identity in between proteins (less than 20%), but the three-dimensional structure is predicted to be very similar (187). PH domains were first suggested to mediate protein-protein interactions, but were later shown to function mainly as a lipid
binding domain (188, 189). As will be discussed in more detail below, the PH domain of PKB has been demonstrated to play a critical role in the subcellular localization and activation of the kinase. As mentioned earlier, the catalytic domain of PKB shares significant sequence similarity with PKC (174) and PKA (176) (about 70% similarity). The so called T-loop of the catalytic domain contains Thr-308, one of two phosphorylation sites that have been reported to be essential for kinase activity (133). The C-terminal tail share sequence homology with members of the PKC family (185), and harbours the hydrophobic motif in which the second activity-controlling phosphorylation site, Ser-473, is situated (133). When first cloned, PKBβ was reported to contain a 40 aa extension in the C-terminus, as compared with PKBα (178). Later, an alternative splice variant, with a similar size to that of PKBα was identified (177). This form is now believed to be the most abundant variant. PKBγ was first cloned from rat brain, and was then shown to be a truncated form of only 454 aa, thus lacking the C-terminal tail and the hydrophobic motif phosphorylation site. In mouse and humans, however, the major form has been shown to be a full-length version, similar to that of PKBα and –β (190-192), even if shorter splice variants have been detected also in these species (193).

PKBα and PKBβ are both widely expressed in rodent and human tissues. The tissue distribution of PKBγ however seems to be more restricted, with relatively low expression in insulin-responsive tissues and high expression in brain (179, 192).

Regulation

Positive regulation of PKB

A major breakthrough in the study of how insulin and growth factor signals are mediated was the discovery, in the early 1990s, of PI3-K and its important role in this process. However, in 1995 the downstream effectors of PI3-K was still largely unknown, and only one PI3-K-dependent target had so far been identified, namely S6K (194). The observation that PKB, through its PH domain, was able to bind phosphoinositides prompted researchers to examine whether perhaps PKB could be a new mediator of PI3-K signals. In 1995, two groups reported that PKB can indeed be activated by growth factors such as PDGF, EGF and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), and that this activation was dependent on an active PI3-K (195, 196), since the activation was blocked by wortmannin pretreatment. One of these reports (195), together with another two later that year (166, 197), also demonstrated PI3-K-dependent activation of PKB in response to insulin, suggesting, for the first time, that PKB may be important in metabolic processes controlled by this hormone. These results were subsequently confirmed by the demonstration of
insulin-induced activation of PKB in primary insulin-sensitive cells, such as adipocytes (198-200) and skeletal muscle (199, 201). The PI3-K-dependence for the reported growth factor-induced activation of PKB has subsequently been confirmed in various ways. First, the overexpression of a dominant negative PI3-K mutant abolishes this activation (195). Conversely, overexpression of constitutively active PI3-K constructs promotes PKB activation (196). Also, PDGF-receptors lacking the sites for PI3-K-binding, fail to mediate activation of PKB (195). Since then a great number of PKB agonists have been presented, most of which activate PKB in a PI3-K-dependent manner, for example a wide variety of stimuli that regulate tyrosine kinase activity such as, insulin-like growth factor (IGF), nerve growth factor (NGF), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and interleukins (202). Although not as extensively studied, other stimuli that lead to PKB activation have also been reported, for example G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) agonists (203-206), cAMP-increasing agents (200, 207), increases in cytosolic Ca²⁺ (208), oxidative stress (H₂O₂) (209, 210), exercise and heat shock (210, 211). As will be discussed below, whether these stimuli require an active PI3-K or not is debated. Non-physiological stimuli such as the phosphatase inhibitors vanadate, peroxovanadate (212, 213), okadaic acid and calyculin A (213-215), have also been used as tools to study PKB regulation, for their ability to cause activation of PKB. PKB has also been implicated in integrin signalling (216).

Negative regulation of PKB
The most well recognized negative regulator of PKB is ceramide. This second messenger is elevated in insulin-resistant and diabetic states, and increased formation of ceramide takes place in response to TNFα-induced activation of shingomyelinase, as well as increased availability of fatty acids, for example palmitate (217). Ceramide has been suggested to mediate insulin resistance induced by these agents, but is also known to be involved in signalling pathways leading to apoptosis. There is now ample evidence from studies performed in a variety of cells types, such as 3T3-L1 adipocytes and muscle- and neuronal cell lines, that ceramide treatment causes a decrease in PKB phosphorylation and activation in response to stimuli (218-220). The exact mechanism for this inhibition is not known, but most results suggest that the effect is directly at the level of PKB, since upstream signalling is usually not affected by the ceramide treatment. The prevailing hypothesis is that the effector of ceramide is a PP2A like phosphatase termed ceramide activated protein phosphatase (CAPP), since ceramide treatment leads to a decreased phosphorylation of the two sites Thr-308 and Ser-473 in PKB (221, 222), and this decrease can be prevented by inhibitors of class 2A phosphatases, for example okadaic acid (221). Also, PKB was reported to be dephosphorylated in vitro by a cell homogenate containing CAPP (221). The mechanisms for
ceramide-induced inhibition of PKB may however differ in between cell types, since in neuronal cells, okadaic acid was not able to block the inhibitory effect of ceramide (220). Another possible effector of ceramide is PKCζ, which is directly activated by ceramide (217), and has been reported to interact with and negatively regulate PKB (223). Palmitate and TNFα, has been shown to closely reproduce the effects of ceramide on PKB (219, 222). Another situation in which PKB activity has been reported to be reduced is under circumstances of osmotic stress. At least two groups have demonstrated that hyperosmotic shock prevents activation of PKB in response to insulin and other mitogens, and that this inhibition is a result of decreased phosphorylation of Thr-308 and Ser-473 (215, 224). Again, the PP2A-inhibitor okadaic acid prevented this negative effect, suggesting that the effects of hyperosmotic shock may be mediated through activation of a PKB phosphatase of this class. The observations made in these in vitro models of osmotic stress may very well be relevant to the situation of chronic hyperglycemia in vivo.

A recent study using the yeast 2-hybride system, identified a new and interesting negative regulator of PKB. This membrane-associated 27 kDa protein was named carboxyl-terminal modulator protein (CTMP), for its ability to specifically interact with the C-terminal regulatory domain of PKB at the plasma membrane (225). Increased expression of CTMP caused a reduction in insulin-induced PKB activity due to decreased phosphorylation, most notably on Ser-473. Moreover, CTMP expression reversed the tumorigenic phenotype of so called AKT8 cells – cells stably expressing v-akt, the viral homologue of PKB (225). This suggests that CTMP may function as a negative regulator of PKB, preventing inappropriate activation of the kinase and subsequent increases in cell growth and proliferation. How the CTMP-constraint on PKB is relieved upon insulin stimulation is not known, but one speculation is that phosphorylation by an unknown kinase causes CTMP to dissociate from PKB, allowing for Ser-473 to be phosphorylated by PDK2 (226).

**Mechanism for PI3-K-dependent activation of PKB**

**Summary**

Since the discovery in 1995, that PKB is regulated by insulin and growth factors, the mechanisms underlying growth factor-induced activation of PKB have been extensively studied. The current view of this issue is summarized in Fig 13. Activation of PKB in response to insulin and growth factors is believed to be a two-step process, involving membrane translocation and phosphorylation. The lipid products of activated PI3-K, mainly PI(3,4,5)P3, bind to the PH domain of PKB, thereby causing the otherwise cytosolic
kinase to translocate to the plasma membrane. This is believed to bring PKB in close proximity to upstream kinases, which then phosphorylate and activate the enzyme. The binding of PKB to the membrane most likely also induces a conformational change in the protein, rendering it more susceptible to phosphorylation.

Fig 13 Suggested mechanism for the activation of PKB by insulin

The activation of PKB is believed to involve translocation of PKB to membranes, induction of a conformational change and phosphorylation by the upstream kinases PDK1 and -2. In HEK 293 cells, the dominating model for studies of PKB regulation, PKB has been shown to be phosphorylated already in unstimulated cells, and insulin treatment resulted in phosphorylation of two additional sites. PI3-K; phosphoinositide 3-kinase, PIP; phosphatidylinositol phosphate, PH; pleckstrin homology, PKB; protein kinase B, PDK; phosphoinositide-dependent kinase, PP; protein phosphatase, S; serine, T; threonine.

Reversible protein phosphorylation

Already in the early reports demonstrating regulation of PKB by growth factors, several observations suggested that growth factor stimulation induces a phosphorylation of the kinase. First, activation of PKB was accompanied by a
decrease in electrophoretic mobility of the protein on SDS/PAGE and secondly, treatment of PKB with phosphatase \textit{in vitro}, lead to an inactivation of the kinase (197, 213, 227). Furthermore, phosphamino acid analysis (PAA), a more direct approach, demonstrated that PKB was indeed phosphorylated on serine and, as reported later, threonine residues in response to PDGF and phosphatase inhibitors (195, 213).

Firm evidence of the importance of phosphorylation for PKB activity was presented in a critical study by Alessi et al, in which the activity-controlling phosphorylation sites in PKB were identified (133). PKB\textalpha transfectd into HEK 293 cells was shown to be phosphorylated at Ser-124 and Thr-450. Endogenous PKB from unstimulated L6 myocytes was also phosphorylated, however, no major phosphopeptides could be detected, indicating that there was a low phosphorylation of many residues. Insulin- or IGF-1 stimulation of L6 myocytes and HEK 293 cells in both cases resulted in phosphorylation of the two sites Thr-308 and Ser-473. Phosphorylation of the basal sites Ser-124 and Thr-450, was not modulated by the insulin- or IGF-1 treatment. Furthermore, wortmannin blocked the phosphorylation of Thr-308 and Ser-473, indicating that PI3-K is needed for the insulin- and IGF-1-induced phosphorylation of these sites. The importance of the different sites for PKB\textalpha activity was studied by mutational analysis of PKB transfected into HEK 293 cells. Mutation of either or both of Thr-308 and Ser-473 to alanine (to block the effect of phosphorylation) revealed that phosphorylation of both sites is required for maximal activation of PKB\textalpha in response to insulin- and IGF-1. Substitution with aspartic residues (to create a negative charge mimicking phosphorylation) rendered PKB partially active, independently of agonist stimulation and inhibition by wortmannin, indicating that phosphorylation of these sites is not only required but also sufficient for activation. In later studies, also performed in transfected HEK 293 cells, PKB\textbeta (228) and PKB\textgamma (190, 229) was shown to be phosphorylated at the corresponding sites, that is Ser-124/Thr-451 and Ser-120/Thr-447 in unstimulated cells, and in addition to these, Thr-309/Ser-474 and Thr-305/Ser-472 after insulin treatment, for PKB\textbeta and PKB\textgamma respectively. Although the phosphorylation pattern reported by Alessi et al seems to be the most common one, as judged by studies mainly performed in transformed cell lines, using phosphorylation state specific antibodies, there are now several examples of situations in which the two previously reported activity-controlling sites are phosphorylated to a highly different degree. For example, TNF\alpha-stimulation of fibrosarcoma cells was shown to result in activation of PKB through phosphorylation at Ser-473 but not Thr-308 (230). Furthermore, survival factors causing activation of PKB in cultured neurons, were reported to induce distinct phosphorylation patterns of the kinase. In these cells, IGF-1-stimulation resulted in phosphorylation of both sites, whereas cAMP and high K\textsuperscript+ mainly lead to increased...
phosphorylation of Thr-308, and lithium of Ser-473 (231). In addition, it appears as if the regulation of PKB may be cell type specific, since, as shown by us, insulin-stimulation of primary adipocytes, results in phosphorylation of PKB mainly at Ser-474 (PKBβ) (232). These differences may reflect the presence of specific sets of upstream kinases, phosphatases and interacting proteins in the different cell types.

However a debated area, a few studies report that, in addition to the ser/thr phosphorylation discussed above, tyrosine phosphorylation of PKB may also occur and be important for activity. PKB transfected into COS1 cells was shown to be tyrosine phosphorylated after stimulation with EGF (233). A mutant form of PKB in which the two residues Tyr-315 and Tyr-326 were substituted to fenylalanine, was not tyrosine phosphorylated or activated in response to EGF stimuli. This mutant also failed to phosphorylate its downstream targets and promote cell survival. The tyrosine kinase Src was suggested to be the upstream kinase responsible for the tyrosine phosphorylation. It should be noted that no direct approach was used to verify that Tyr-315 and Tyr-326, which lie in the activation loop of the kinase, were indeed phosphorylated after EGF treatment. Given the essential nature of this region, it is perhaps not surprising that mutation of these residues has a major effect on activity. Indeed, in another study, it was directly, as well as using mutational analysis, shown that PKB was phosphorylated on Tyr-474, in response to pervanadate and IGF-1 (234). In this case, substitution with fenylalanine lead to a 55% decrease in activity.

**Upstream kinases**

The differences in the sequences surrounding the two regulatory sites of PKB suggested that they are phosphorylated by two distinct kinases. Whereas the kinase responsible for Thr-308, PDK1, was identified in 1997, the identity of the Ser-473 kinase remains elusive.

**PDK1 as a PKB kinase**

As discussed above, in the PDK1 section, in 1997 Alessi et al purified, and subsequently cloned a kinase with the ability to partially activate PKB *in vitro* via phosphorylation of Thr-308 (63, 135). This phosphorylation was dependent of the presence of 3'-phosphoinositides, hence the naming of the kinase. Several studies show that overexpression of PDK1 in cells leads to an increase in Thr-308 phosphorylation of PKB. However, the absolute requirement of PDK1 for this phosphorylation to occur was not demonstrated until in 2000, when Williams et al studied the effect of disruption of the PDK1 gene in ES cells. These experiments showed that, in ES cells lacking PDK1, PKB does not get phosphorylated on Thr-308 after growth factor stimulation (158), providing firm evidence that, in these cells,
PDK1 is the major Thr-308 kinase. However, the exact role of PDK1 in insulin-induced phosphorylation and activation of PKB, in a physiological target tissue for insulin, remains to be established. The generation of mice specifically lacking PDK1 in insulin-sensitive tissues, and recording of the downstream consequences, will be valuable in achieving this goal.

One study that possibly speaks against PDK1 as the only Thr-308 kinase, is the one by Lawlor et al, in which mice that only express 10% of normal PDK1 levels have been generated (169). Despite the reduced amount of PDK1 present, insulin injection of these mice resulted in a normal phosphorylation and activation of PKB in muscle, liver and adipose tissue.

In support of the suggestion that Thr-308, at least under certain circumstances, can be phosphorylated by other kinases, are results presented by Yano et al regarding the mechanism for activation of PKB in response to cytosolic increases in Ca²⁺. These data show that the Ca²⁺-dependent activation of PKB is mediated by the calcium-calmodulin dependent kinase kinase (CaM-KK), and that this kinase directly phosphorylates PKB at Thr-308 (208).

**PDK2**

The first kinase to be implicated in Ser-473 phosphorylation was the MAP kinase member MAPK-activated protein (MAPKAP) kinase-2. This kinase was shown to phosphorylate Ser-473 in vitro (133). However, MAPKAP kinase-2 is for many reasons unlikely to be the Ser-473 kinase in vivo. First, agents that strongly induce activation of MAPKAP kinase-2, such as arsenite (chemical stress), do not lead to PKB activation. Secondly, inhibitors of the MAPKAP kinase-2 pathway does not block activation of PKB, and finally whereas PI3-K is required for activation of PKB, wortmannin has no effect on agonist induced activation of MAPKAP kinase-2 (133).

Another kinase suggested to be involved in phosphorylation of Ser-473 is the integrin-linked kinase (ILK). Delcommene et al demonstrated that ILK is subject to PI3-K-dependent activation in response insulin, and that it phosphorylates PKB in vitro or when overexpressed in cells (235). The same researchers also showed that the phosphorylation of PKB by ILK is dependent on a 3'-phosphoinositide-binding region in ILK, and that a selective inhibitor of ILK suppresses phosphorylation of PKB on Ser-473 but not on Thr-308 (236).

However, the results by Delcommene et al have, for many reasons, been strongly questioned. First, ILK lacks critical motifs, conserved in other kinases, that are considered essential for kinase activity. Indeed, other researchers have failed to detect significant kinase activity in immunoprecipitates of ILK towards a number of tested substrates (237, 238). Also, when overexpressed in cells, a kinase-defective mutant of ILK was shown to retain its ability to induce increased Ser-473 phosphorylation (237).
These results collectively suggest that ILK may regulate PKB by an indirect mechanism, perhaps functioning as an adaptor protein.

A third possibility for the mechanism of Ser-473 phosphorylation, is that this site is phosphorylated by PKB itself, a suggestion that also has been subject of debate. Toker et al demonstrated that a kinase-inactive version of PKB fails to be phosphorylated at Ser-473 in response to IGF-1, when overexpressed in HEK 293 cells (239). Neither did the catalytically inactive phosphorylation site mutant T308A become phosphorylated at Ser-473. Moreover, PKB was shown to autophosphorylate on Ser-473 when incubated in the presence of ATP in vitro.

In contrast to these results, others have shown that phosphorylation of one site in PKB is not dependent on phosphorylation of the other. For example, Alessi et al demonstrated that the mutant PKB in which Thr-308 was substituted for alanine could still be phosphorylated on Ser-473 (133). In the same study it was shown that a catalytically inactive mutant of PKB could indeed be phosphorylated at both Thr-308 and Ser-473. Furthermore, in ES cells lacking PDK1, PKB was normally phosphorylated at Ser-473, in the absence of Thr-308 phosphorylation (158). Similarly, staurosporine, a broad-specificity kinase inhibitor, was shown to abolish insulin-stimulated PKB activity and Thr-308 phosphorylation, without affecting its Ser-473 phosphorylation (240).

Thus, despite large efforts to clarify the mechanism for phosphorylation of the hydrophobic motif site in PKB, there is currently no consensus with regards to the identity of the Ser-473 kinase. Results presented so far do support that this is a kinase distinct from PDK1 (based on the work performed in PDK1-/ ES cells) and PKB (see above). Indeed a recent study demonstrated a Ser-473 activity that was enriched in certain detergent-insoluble regions of the plasma membrane, and that was distinct from PDK1, PKB and ILK (241). However, the identity of this kinase activity could not be determined.

**Dephosphorylation of PKB**

The traditional classification of serine/threonine protein phosphatases (PP) is based on their ability to dephosphorylate the different subunits of phosphorylase kinase. The four first phosphatases to be discovered were hence termed PP1, PP2A, PP2B and PP2C. Thereafter, a number of new phosphatases, such as PP4, PP5, PP6 and PP7, have been identified, that did not fit into this classification system. Since about ten years, a new classification system based on sequence similarities instead exists. Protein phosphatases are multimeric proteins consisting of a catalytic subunit, and one or more regulatory subunits. The number of different catalytic subunits is relatively limited, whereas there are a wide variety of tissue specific regulatory subunits. These regulatory subunits govern the activity of the catalytic subunit by directly activating or inactivating it, or by directing it to different
subcellular compartments (242). PP1 catalytic subunit is a 37 kDa protein that exists in complex with one of more than 40 described regulatory subunits. PP2A holoenzyme, however, is a trimeric protein, containing a core dimer consisting of the PP2A catalytic subunit and a constant regulatory subunit called PR65. The core dimer is in turn complexed to a variable regulatory subunit. The existence of multiple isoforms of the catalytic and regulatory subunits makes it possible to form 76 different PP2A holoenzymes (243).

Selective inhibitors of phosphatases have greatly facilitated the characterization of different phosphatases. These inhibitors include okadaic acid, calyculin A, tautomycin and microcystin-LR. Okadaic acid and calyculin A have both been shown to activate PKB in a number of cell types (213-215), suggesting that dephosphorylation may be important in regulating PKB activity. Many PKB antagonists have been shown to inhibit PKB via phosphatase-mediated mechanisms, for example osmotic shock (224) and ceramide (221).

In most of the studies using phosphatase inhibitors, the exact effects of the inhibitors on individual phosphatases were not reported, making it difficult to conclude what type of phosphatase was responsible for the dephosphorylation of PKB. PP1 and PP2A catalytic subunits have both been shown to be able to dephosphorylate PKB in vitro (213, 244). However, when intact holoenzymes from adipocytes were used, PP2A was shown to be the most efficient phosphatase in vitro (214). Also, tautomycin, an inhibitor with several-fold higher specificity towards PP1 as compared to PP2A, did not induce PKB activation in adipocytes. These results collectively suggest that the phosphatase responsible for dephosphorylation and deactivation of PKB is a PP2A-like phosphatase.

Subcellular localization, role of lipid binding and the PH domain
The discovery that PKB is a downstream target of PI3-K, together with the knowledge of the presence of a PH domain with lipid-binding features in PKB, immediately suggested that the lipid products of PI3-K, PI(3,4)P$_2$ and PI(3,4,5)P$_3$ may be the direct link between PI3-K and PKB activation. The role of lipid binding and the PH domain for activation of PKB have since been the subject of extensive studies, and this role has been shown to be more complex than first anticipated.

The binding of 3'-phosphorylated lipids to PKB was early demonstrated, however, the relative affinity towards different 3'-phosphoinositides, and whether they are direct activators of PKB or not, remains controversial. Reports from several groups support that in vitro binding of PI(3, 4)P$_2$ leads to an increase in PKB activity (2- to 9-fold) (245-247). This is however in contrast to the results obtained by James et al, who did not observe any activation of PKB upon binding to this lipid (248). PI(3,4,5)P$_3$ does clearly
not directly activate PKB (245-248). On the contrary, two groups even reported this lipid to have an inhibitory effect on PKB activity (245, 246).

The conflicting data regarding the influence of 3'-phosphoinositides on PKB activity, lead to the notion that perhaps lipid binding primarily functions to anchor PKB to specific membrane sites where it gets phosphorylated and activated by upstream kinases. This hypothesis was supported by the finding that fusion of PKB with the viral Gag polypeptide (195) or the src myristoylation signal (227), which both target PKB to membranes, rendered PKB constitutively active, even in the absence of stimuli, suggesting that, once present at the membrane, PKB is activated primarily by phosphorylation.

In view of these results, the subcellular localization of PKB became a great focus of interest. Within the following years it was shown that in resting cells, PKB is mainly localized in the cytosol, whereas stimulation with growth factors such as IGF-1 and insulin leads to recruitment of PKB to the plasma membrane (212, 228). This translocation was blocked by wortmannin, indicating that the recruitment to membranes is mediated via binding of PKB to the lipid products of activated PI3-K. Furthermore, the association of PKB to the plasma membrane has been suggested to be transient, since after prolonged stimulation, PKB was shown to detach from the plasma membrane and translocate to the nucleus (228, 249). The development of antibodies specific for PKBβ made it possible to study the subcellular localization of this particular isoform. In 3T3-L1 cells endogenous PKBβ was present in many different subcellular fractions, but was enriched in Glut 4 containing vesicles after insulin stimulation (250). In HEK 293 cells however, overexpressed PKBβ mainly translocated to the nucleus after stimulation with IGF-1 (251).

The role of the PH domain has, by the use of various mutants, been studied with regards to its importance for lipid binding, translocation and activity. As expected, binding of PKB to 3'-phosphorylated lipids and translocation to membranes, has been shown to be absolutely dependent on an intact PH domain. PKB lacking the PH domain, or with mutations in certain PH domain residues, fails to bind to lipids (245-247) and to translocate to membranes in response to stimuli (228, 252).

The role of the PH domain for activation of PKB did however turn out to be more complex than first suggested. As expected, mutation of individual residues in the PH domain, critical for lipid binding, abrogates the ability of PKB to be activated in response to growth factors (227, 252, 253). However, PKB from which the whole PH domain has been removed, was shown to possess a higher basal activity as compared to wild type PKB, and could still respond to growth factor stimulation (227, 253). These results indicate that the PH domain of PKB in resting cells may have an inhibitory effect on PKB, and that this constraint is relieved upon its removal or upon binding to 3'-phosphoinositides. They also suggest that the binding of PKB to lipids may serve a dual role; first it induces a conformational change rendering PKB
susceptible to phosphorylation, and secondly it promotes the enrichment of PKB at membrane sites, where it comes into close proximity to its upstream kinases, and perhaps also its downstream targets.

Two recent reports describing the crystal structures of the PH- and the kinase domain of PKB (β), has shed additional light over the activation mechanism of PKB. As expected the kinase domain of PKB was shown to be structurally similar to that of PKA, with an N-lobe containing both β-sheets and α-helices, and a larger, mainly α-helical C-lobe. The catalytic site for ATP cleavage is situated in the interface between the two lobes, whereas substrate binding takes place in the so called activation segment within the C-lobe. Based on the 3D-structure, it was deduced that interaction between the Ser-474 phosphorylated hydrophobic motif and α-helices in the N-lobe is important for transition of PKB from a disordered, inactive state to an ordered and active conformation (254).

The crystal structure of the PH domain of PKB has helped in clarifying how PKB binds to different subspecies of 3'-phosphoinositides. For example, it was shown that the D5 carbon in PI(3,4,5)P3 is not involved in interactions between the lipid headgroup and the PH domain, but instead faces the solvent (255). This explains why PKB binds to PI(3,4)P2 and PI(3,4,5)P3 with similar affinities (246, 248).

**Mechanisms for PI3-K-independent activation of PKB**

Growth factor-induced activation of PKB is, as discussed above, dependent on an active PI3-K. However, a lot of other PKB-inducing stimuli have been reported, for which the PI3-K-dependence is more uncertain. The alternative mechanisms whereby these agents activate PKB are poorly understood. Cell permeable cAMP-analogues and cAMP-increasing agents such as forskolin, have been shown to induce PI3-K-independent activation of PKB in HEK 293 cells (207, 256). In an attempt to clarify the mechanisms underlying this activation, it was demonstrated that overexpression of the catalytic subunit of PKA mimicked the effects of forskolin. However, the activation was not due to direct phosphorylation by PKA, since mutation of the only PKA site in PKB, Ser-422, to alanine, did not affect the activation. Nor was phosphorylation of Ser-473 necessary for PKA-induced activation of PKB. However, the Thr-308 to alanine mutant of PKB was not activated in cells overexpressing PKA. The kinases or phosphatases directly responsible for the PKA-induced activation were not identified. In accordance with some of the results from HEK 293 cells, cAMP-analogues were also shown to activate PKB in hepatocytes (257). This effect was however PI3-K-dependent. A similar study was performed by Moule et al in primary adipocytes. In these cells, the cAMP-increasing, β-adrenergic receptor agonist isoprenaline, was demonstrated to induce activation of PKB (200), independent of an active
PI3-K. However, this effect was not mediated via the increase in cAMP, since in this study, cAMP-analogues were not able to activate PKB. Thus the effects of cAMP/PKA on PKB activity appear to be cell type specific. Again, the mechanisms for isoprenalin-induced activation of PKB remain unclear, but it is speculated that G\textsubscript{sp} subunits could mediate the effect, either by binding to the PH domain of PKB (179) or by activating an as yet unknown, wortmannin-insensitive PI3-K.

In addition to isoprenalin, other stimuli that use GPCRs, such as carbachol or IL-8, have also been shown to induce PKB activation (203, 204). Moreover, overexpression of GPCRs in cells, results in activation of PKB (205). In these studies, the GPCR-induced activation of PKB was shown to be wortmannin sensitive, and suggested to be mediated via G\textsubscript{sp}-induced activation of PI3-K class 1a (most probably p110\textsubscript{b}) or class 1b (p110\textsubscript{y}).

Another non-tyrosine receptor kinase pathway in which PKB has been implicated is the Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-induced protection of neuronal cells against apoptosis. A rise in cytosolic Ca\textsuperscript{2+} in cultured neurons was shown to induce activation of PKB, independent of PI3-K (208). The activation was most likely mediated via CaM-KK, since this kinase could phosphorylate Thr-308 in PKB \textit{in vitro}, as well as induce increased phosphorylation of this site when overexpressed in cells.

PKB activation in response to certain cellular stresses, such as oxidative stress (H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}) and heat shock, was initially also demonstrated to be a PI3-K-independent process (209, 211, 258). The exact mechanisms for the induction of PKB by these stresses were not identified, but both PKC\textsubscript{\delta} and the heat shock protein Hsp27, were implicated to be involved, because of their ability to interact with PKB in response to the stress stimuli (209, 211). These results have later been questioned by Shaw et al, who showed that activation of PKB in response to both heat shock and H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} was completely prevented by inhibitors of PI3-K (210).

In summary, the mechanisms underlying PI3-K-independent activation of PKB, induced by for example cAMP- and GPCRs, are poorly understood, but seem to be complex and to a large degree cell type specific. Also, the physiological relevance of these observations remains to be determined.

**Biological function and substrates of PKB (Fig 14)**

**Tools to study signalling downstream of PKB**
Several approaches have been used to modulate PKB activity in cells, in order to assess the role of PKB in various biological processes. The vast majority of studies have made use of overexpression of either wild type, constitutively active or dominant negative versions of PKB, in cells. As mentioned, adding the viral Gag polypeptide (Gag-PKB) (195) or the src myristoylation signal
Glycogen synthesis
One important effect of insulin is stimulating the incorporation of glucose into glycogen by activating glycogen synthase (GS). The regulation of GS is complex but involves inactivating phosphorylation by the upstream kinase
glycogen synthase kinase-3 (GSK3). It was known that insulin treatment leads to inhibition of GSK3 through phosphorylation of Ser-21 and Ser-9 in the α- and β isoforms respectively, but the insulin-stimulated kinase responsible for this phosphorylation was for long unknown.

In 1995 however, GSK3 was identified as a substrate for PKB (166). In this paper, an insulin-stimulated Ser-9 GSK3 kinase activity that was not inhibited by blockers of other kinases implicated in GSK3 phosphorylation, such as S6K and MAPKAP kinase-1 was purified and shown to contain PKB. Moreover, immunoprecipitated PKB was demonstrated to phosphorylate GSK3 in vitro. Since then, many studies have confirmed the role of PKB as an upstream kinase of GSK3 as well as an important mediator of insulin-induced
glycogen synthesis (261, 264, 265). The peptide encompassing the sequence surrounding the serine phosphorylated by PKB in GSK3, “Crosstide”, has subsequently been widely used as a peptide substrate for PKB in vitro. Based on this sequence, a wide variety of peptides were produced and tested as PKB substrates (266). This study lead to the identification of a minimal sequence motif required for efficient phosphorylation by PKB in vitro, a sequence that has proved very useful in searching for new cellular PKB substrates. This sequence was also used to design the more specific and currently used peptide substrate for PKB, RPRAATF.

Glucose uptake
The most well known action of insulin is its ability to stimulate the uptake of glucose into muscle and adipose tissue. This is mediated by the translocation of the insulin-sensitive glucose transporter, GLUT4, from its intracellular storage vesicles to the plasma membrane after insulin stimulation. Insulin-dependent GLUT4 translocation and glucose uptake has been shown to depend on PI3-K (60, 124), although other, PI3-K independent pathways to glucose transport, such as the one involving recruitment of a signalling complex to caveolae, have also been suggested to exist (267). Upon the discovery that PKB is regulated by insulin in a PI3-K-dependent manner, researchers were prompted to test the hypothesis that PKB might play a role in insulin-stimulated glucose transport. Indeed, a lot of data have now been presented that support this notion, including those obtained from transgenic animal models, as will be discussed below. The role of PKB in glucose transport has mainly been studied in primary adipocytes, 3T3-L1 adipocytes or L6 myocytes. Overexpression of the constitutively active mutants Gag-PKB or Myr-PKB in these cells was demonstrated to result in increased GLUT4 translocation and glucose uptake, even in the absence of insulin (264, 265, 268, 269). Methods to decrease PKB activity have also been used to evaluate the requirement for PKB in glucose transport. Microinjection of a peptide substrate for PKB or a PKB antibody into 3T3-L1 adipocytes resulted in an inhibition of insulin-stimulated GLUT4 translocation (270). Furthermore, overexpression of the dominant negative mutants PKB-K179A or the combined K179A and double phosphorylation site mutant (AAA), in primary adipocytes and L6 myoblasts respectively, markedly blocked insulin-induced GLUT4 translocation (259, 271). Even though most of the data available support the notion that PKB is involved in mediating insulin-induced glucose transport, there are studies suggesting otherwise. Most importantly, Kitamura et al demonstrated that in cells overexpressing the dominant negative mutant PKB-AA, insulin was still able to stimulate glucose uptake, arguing against an important role for PKB in this process (260). The reason for these conflicting results is not clear, but since only about 80% of the endogenous insulin-induced PKB activity was blocked by the dominant negative overexpression, it
is possible that the residual PKB activity was sufficient to stimulate the increase in glucose uptake. However, there are also other situations in which PKB activity does not correlate with glucose uptake. For example, integrin signalling was shown to stimulate PKB but not glucose uptake in adipocytes (216). Thus, the relative importance for PKB in insulin-induced glucose uptake remains to be determined.

The events downstream of PKB, eventually leading to translocation of GLUT4 vesicles to the plasma membrane, are not known, and no direct substrate for PKB has been identified that couples PKB activation to the vesicular machinery. However, analysis of the subcellular localization of the different PKB isoforms in primary adipocytes, has revealed that whilst PKBα is mainly cytosolic in resting cells, PKBβ showed a wider distribution among various membrane compartments, including the light microsomes where GLUT4 resides. Insulin-stimulation resulted in a further recruitment of PKBβ to the GLUT4-containing vesicles (250). Furthermore, others have shown that several vesicle proteins, including GLUT4 itself, gets phosphorylated in response to insulin, and that the kinase responsible for this phosphorylation is most likely PKBβ (272). These results together support that PKBβ may be the specific isoform involved in glucose transport in adipocytes. The report that insulin-induced PKBβ activity is twice that of PKBα in these cells is in line with this notion (229). In addition, as will be discussed later, results from transgenic animal models also suggest that PKBβ is the isoform mediating glucose uptake.

Glycolysis
The rate-limiting enzyme in glycolysis, 6-phosphofructose-1-kinase, is allosterically regulated by fructose 2,6-bisphosphate, the product of active 6-phosphofructose-2-kinase (PFK2). PFK2 is phosphorylated in vitro by both PKB, S6K, and MAPKAP kinase-1, but since the phosphorylation of PFK2 in cells is sensitive to wortmannin, but neither to rapamycin nor the MAPKAP kinase-1 inhibitor PD098059, PKB is likely to be the kinase responsible for PFK2 phosphorylation in response to insulin (273).

Lipid metabolism
The insulin-induced regulation of triglyceride formation and de novo synthesis of fatty acids from glucose, lipogenesis, may involve PKB. First, overexpression of a constitutively active mutant of PKB in 3T3-L1 adipocytes resulted in increased lipogenesis in the absence of insulin (268). Secondly, overexpression of wt PKB in the same cells increased the activity of the fatty acid synthase (FAS) promoter, and conversely, a dominant negative mutant of PKB inhibited insulin-induced FAS transcription (127), providing a possible mechanism for the increased lipogenesis reported by Kohn et al. Moreover, increased uptake of glucose, a process in which PKB is believed to be involved
(see above), indirectly stimulates lipogenesis through the provision of carbohydrate precursors.

Another important effect of insulin is to inhibit catecholamine-induced lipolysis in adipocytes. As described earlier, this action of insulin is mainly due to a PI3-K-dependent phosphorylation and activation of PDE 3B, that subsequently breaks down cAMP, resulting in a lowering of PKA and HSL activities (58). The kinase performing this phosphorylation for long remained elusive, but there is now accumulating evidence that PKB can act as a PDE kinase both in vitro and in vivo. For example, Wijkander and colleagues have shown that PDE kinase activity from rat adipocytes co-elutes with PKB from Mono Q and Superdex columns (274). Furthermore, immunoprecipitated as well as recombinant PKB can be used to phosphorylate PDE 3B in vitro (75, 275). A role for PKB as being upstream of PDE 3B in vivo has been established by Ahmad et al and Kitamura et al in FDCP2 cells and 3T3 L1 adipocytes respectively, by detecting downstream effects on PDE 3B in cells overexpressing constitutively active and dominant negative mutants of PKB. As discussed on p. 20, the identity of the site in PDE 3B phosphorylated by PKB is however debated (74, 75).

Direct impact of PKB overexpression on the biological response, antilipolysis, has so far not been demonstrated. On the contrary, one group reported that inhibition of PKB using the kinase inhibitor ML-9, prevented the stimulatory effect of insulin on glucose uptake but not on antilipolysis, in adipocytes (262). As discussed earlier though, ML-9 is not a specific PKB inhibitor, and it will therefore be important to investigate the role of PKB in antilipolysis by other means, such as the various mutants used to study the involvement of PKB in other biological responses to insulin.

**Protein synthesis and cell growth**

Insulin promotes protein synthesis, and thereby cell growth, in muscle and adipose tissue by stimulating components of both the initiation and elongation steps of the translational process. Rapamycin, a macrolide ester, blocks the rate of translation by inhibiting the phosphorylation of the eukaryotic initiation factor (eIF)-4E binding protein-1 (4E-BP1) and activation of the ribosomal kinase S6K, two important components in the control of the translational machinery (276). A common upstream kinase regulating these two proteins was shown to be the insulin- and amino acid-sensitive kinase mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR), which is thus an essential regulator of translation (277). 4E-BP1 binds to and thereby inhibits eIF-4E, whose interaction with other initiation factors is a critical step in translation. Inhibition of eIF-4E by its binding protein is relieved by the phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 by mTOR (277). S6K directly phosphorylates the ribosomal protein S6, as well as promotes elongation of translation via activation of eukaryotic elongation factor 2 (eEF2) (276).
Overexpression of Gag- or Myr-PKB in L6 myocytes was early shown to result in an increased rate of protein synthesis, as well as increased phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 and S6K activity (195, 264, 265). 4E-BP1 and S6K are not likely to be direct targets of PKB however, and later it was instead demonstrated that the common upstream kinase for these two proteins, mTOR is directly phosphorylated by PKB at the insulin-sensitive site Ser-2448 \textit{in vitro} (278). That mTOR is a substrate for PKB also in cells remains to be established.

Another way in which PKB mediates insulin-induced regulation of translation, is through the phosphorylation and inhibition of GSK3. GSK3 negatively regulates the activity of the initiation factor eIF2, by phosphorylating its binding partner eIF-2B (279). Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) 1- and 2 are tumour suppressor genes, mutations in which are responsible for the disorder tuberous sclerosis. Work in \textit{Drosophila} has shown that these proteins are critical to protein synthesis and cell growth, and recently they were demonstrated to be direct substrates for PKB, both in \textit{Drosophila} and in mammalian cells (280, 281). The TSC1-TSC2 complex inhibits activation of S6K and phosphorylation of 4E-BP, possibly through a negative impact on mTOR. PKB inhibits this action by phosphorylating TSC2 at Ser-939 and Thr-1462 (in the human sequence), thereby disrupting the TSC1-TSC2 interaction (280, 281).

\textbf{Cell survival and proliferation}

PKB was originally identified as a viral oncogene product, that can cause transformation of rodent cells (173, 174). Furthermore, PKB has since then been shown to be overexpressed in many forms of cancer such as ovarian, breast and pancreatic cancers (282). This suggested that PKB may regulate either or both of cell-survival and proliferation pathways. In line with this notion was that PI3-K earlier had been shown to participate in these pathways (60, 123). Indeed, work performed in neuronal cells, using the strategy of overexpression of wt and dominant negative variants of PKB, demonstrated that IGF-1-induced, PI3-K-dependent survival of these cells after serum withdrawal, was mediated by PKB (283). Since then, a number of similar studies, in a variety of mammalian cell types have confirmed the anti-apoptotic role of PKB (202, 284-286). In addition, \textit{Drosophila} flies defective in PKB, show significant apoptosis during embryogenesis (287). Many of these studies also supported a role for PKB in promoting cell proliferation. Subsequently, a large variety of mechanisms whereby PKB exerts its anti-apoptotic and mitogenic effects, have been identified. The interest for PKB in this context, and its relation to human cancer is constantly growing, and these issues now dominate the area of PKB research.
Mechanisms whereby PKB mediates cell survival

The first substrate to be identified, that could mediate the anti-apoptotic effect of PKB was the pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 member BAD. The Bcl-2 family of proteins include both pro-apoptotic and pro-survival factors, and BAD induces cell death by interacting with survival-promoting members of the family, thereby inactivating them. PKB has been shown to phosphorylate BAD at Ser-136 \textit{in vitro} and \textit{in vivo} (288-290). Mutating the Ser-136 site to alanine blocked the ability of PKB to protect cells from BAD-induced death, showing that phosphorylation of this site by PKB is a critical step in the PKB-mediated cell survival (289). Moreover, PKB and BAD was shown to co-localize in cells, providing further evidence of a direct PKB-BAD interaction (290). In addition, many stimuli that induce or inhibit PKB activity, such as Ca$^{2+}$ and ceramide, also affects BAD phosphorylation accordingly, indirectly supporting that BAD is downstream of PKB (208). The phosphorylation of BAD by PKB is believed to induce interaction of BAD with cytosolic 14-3-3 proteins, thereby sequestering BAD away from its substrates in the mitochondria (291).

A new class of substrates for PKB that was recently identified is three members of the forkhead transcription factor family (FKHR). This family of transcription factors can promote cell death by increasing the transcription of pro-apoptotic factors such as the Fas ligand (292). FKHR, FKHRL1 and AFX have all been shown to be phosphorylated by PKB, both \textit{in vitro} and after overexpression of constitutively active versions of PKB (292-294). The forkhead transcription factors were the first nuclear substrates for PKB to be identified. Whether the phosphorylation actually takes place in the nucleus is not clear, but the fact that PKB has been shown to translocate to the nucleus upon agonist stimulation supports that PKB can act at this site (228). The PKB-induced phosphorylation of FKHR is believed to prevent their nuclear localization by binding of the phosphorylated forms to 14-3-3 proteins (228). Caspase proteases are critical mediators of apoptosis that have also been suggested to be regulated by PKB phosphorylation. Caspase-9 is phosphorylated by PKB \textit{in vitro} and in cells at Ser-196, resulting in its inactivation. Overexpression of a Ser-196 to alanine mutant of caspase-9, lead to a PKB-resistant apoptosis of the cells (295). Other members of the caspase family have however been shown not to be PKB substrates, and moreover the Ser-196 site is not conserved in between different species (296). The significance of this finding thus needs further evaluation. The nuclear factor κB (NFκB) transcription factor complex promotes survival in response to a number of apoptotic stimuli (282). NFκB is sequestered in the cytosol by binding to its inhibitor IκB. This complex is dissociated through phosphorylation of IκB by the IκB kinase (IKK). NFκB is thereby released and can enter the nucleus. PKB may positively regulate NFκB function, since
it has been shown to interact with, phosphorylate and thereby activate IKK (297). Another substrate of PKB that has been suggested to indirectly contribute to PKB-induced survival is the endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) (298, 299). Among other effects on cardiovascular homeostasis, NO promotes the formation of new blood vessels. In tumours, this increases the availability of nutrients for the cancer cells, thereby promoting their survival (296).

Additional substrates of PKB that are relevant for cell survival are MDM2, a protein binding p53, and directing it for degradation in the proteasome and the apoptosis-signal-regulating kinase (ASK-1) (282, 296).

**Mechanisms whereby PKB promotes cell proliferation**

Because of the early studies of PKB in anti-apoptosis it is usually viewed upon merely as a survival kinase. Although not as extensively studied however, PKB also acts in parallel with the classical MAP kinase pathway to promote mitogenesis. The mechanisms for this include direct and indirect effects on components of the cell cycle machinery, such as cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitors (CKIs).

For example the CKI p21 is directly phosphorylated by PKB, thereby preventing its localization in the nucleus, where it normally acts to block the cell cycle (300).

The amount of another CKI, p27, is indirectly downregulated by PKB (301) since the transcription of this gene is controlled by the forkhead transcription factors (302), which, as discussed above, are negatively regulated by PKB.

There are also examples of cyclin levels being positively affected by PKB. The transcription and translation of the cyclin D proteins increases after PKB overexpression in cells (286, 296), however the downstream mechanisms for this regulation are not clear.

Cyclin Ds are also regulated at the level of protein stability. Significantly, breakdown of cyclin D1 in the proteasome is promoted by phosphorylation of this cyclin by GSK3 (303), a kinase shown to be phosphorylated and thereby inactivated by PKB.

**Animal models**

The modern technique of targeted disruption as well as overexpression of specific genes in mice, has been used in order to study the role of PKB isoforms in the physiology of whole animals. Many results obtained using this approach confirm what was earlier shown in transfected cell lines, but these studies have also yielded new valuable information, especially regarding the importance of individual PKB isoforms in various biological processes.
Mice lacking PKBα (PKBα -/-) surprisingly did not display any metabolic abnormalities at all, as judged by measurements of plasma glucose, insulin and FFA levels, as well as glucose- and insulin tolerance tests (304, 305). However, PKBα -/- mice were retarded in growth as compared to their wild type littermates. Moreover, cells isolated from PKBα -/- mice show increased apoptosis in response to various stress stimuli such as TNFα and serum withdrawal (305). These results together suggest that PKBα is not critical for normal glucose- and lipid homeostasis, but instead functions mainly to mediate growth factor-induced control of protein synthesis and cell survival.

PKBβ -/- mice, in contrast, were markedly impaired in their ability to maintain normal glucose homeostasis (306). These mice had fasting hyperglycemia, mild glucose intolerance and reduced insulin-induced glucose disposal. Also, fasted insulin was elevated, indicating an insulin resistance in peripheral tissues. Indeed, insulin-induced glucose uptake in isolated extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle and adipocytes was decreased. Isolated soleus muscle however exhibited normal glucose uptake. Moreover, in liver, insulin failed to suppress hepatic glucose output. Collectively, these data support an important role for PKBβ in mediating metabolic effects of insulin, more specifically insulin-induced glucose uptake. This is in line with previous reports performed in cell lines, suggesting that PKBβ is the main PKB isoform involved in this process (250, 272). The impact of the loss of PKBβ on lipid metabolism, for example antilipolysis and lipogenesis, was not reported.

Apart from general knockouts, mice have also been generated that specifically overexpress PKB in different tissues. Data from mice with a pancreatic β-cell specific overexpression of PKBα, has demonstrated that PKB may play an important role for growth and survival of this tissue. These mice had elevated plasma insulin levels, and an increased glucose disposal (307, 308). Islet mass was substantially greater than in control mice, and this was due to elevations both in β-cell number- and size. As a consequence of this increased capacity to produce and secrete insulin, these mice were resistant to streptozotocin-induced diabetes. Again this points to a role of PKB as a powerful promoter of cell survival, growth and proliferation.

Overexpression of a constitutively active mutant of PKBα in heart had similar effects, in the sense that this resulted in an increase of cell size. The heart weight of transgenic animals was at least twice that of wild type littermates, and cardiomyocyte size was increased accordingly. As a consequence of this, myocardial contractility was enhanced in transgenic mice (309, 310). Constitutively active forms of PKB have also been overexpressed in T-cells and mammary glands of mice (311, 312). These studies confirm the crucial role for PKB in cell survival.

Tissue specific disruption of the different PKB genes will give additional information about the respective roles of PKB isoforms in different tissues.
Clinical significance and implication in disease
Various studies have been performed assessing a possible link between dysregulation of PKB and insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes. Indeed, insulin-induced phosphorylation, translocation and activation of PKB have been shown to be impaired in skeletal muscle and adipose tissue from type 2 diabetic patients (313-315). In accordance with this, PKB activity has also been found to be reduced in a rodent model of obesity (316). However, other investigators showed that PKB was activated normally in obese nondiabetic as well as in obese diabetic subjects, even though they had decreased levels of insulin-induced PI3-K activity, indicating that PKB may not play a major role in insulin resistance, or even in insulin signalling, in humans (317). Moreover, analysis of the human PKBα gene identified 13 single nucleotide polymorphisms, that did not however, associate with type 2 diabetes (318). This finding suggests that PKB is not a major susceptibility gene for type 2 diabetes, at least not in the group of patients studied.

The role of PKB in human cancer is currently subject to extensive study. As discussed earlier, PKB is amplified in breast, ovarian and pancreatic cancers (282). However, amplification of PKB as the only abnormality does not seem sufficient to cause cancer, as concluded from the overexpressing mouse models described above, none of which developed tumours. A study in which Ras and PKB were overexpressed in glial cells, demonstrated that glioblastomas were formed only when the two were expressed together, whereas transfection of either gene did not induce transformation (282).

In view of its profound effects on cell survival and proliferation, PKB is, in principle, an attractive therapeutic target for the treatment of cancer. An inhibitor of PKB may cause apoptosis as well as cell cycle arrest, of cancer cells. However, such a drug might of course have serious side effects causing for example insulin resistance and diabetes.

An activator of PKB could be used in the treatment of these latter diseases, as well as to promote survival of cells in certain neurodegenerative diseases or following stroke.
PRESENT INVESTIGATION

Aims
The overall aim of this thesis was to contribute to the understanding of insulin-induced metabolic signalling pathways in adipocytes, especially the one leading to inhibition of lipolysis. More specifically, the goal was to study the insulin-mediated regulation of PKB, a kinase that has been implicated in insulin-signals leading to increased glucose uptake, glycogen synthesis, lipogenesis, as well as antilipolysis in this tissue.

The specific aims of papers I, II and III were:

• to investigate the subcellular localization of PKB in primary adipocytes, and determine whether this was changed in response to insulin treatment (I).
• to perform a detailed characterization of the insulin-induced phosphorylation of adipocyte PKB, with focus on identification of the phosphorylated sites (II).
• to identify the phosphatase responsible for the dephosphorylation and deactivation of PKB in primary adipocytes (III).

An additional objective was to study the adipocyte forms of the upstream PKB kinases PDK1 and PDK2. The specific aims of this project were:

• to determine the identity of PDK2 in adipocytes.
• to study the presence and regulation of endogenous PDK1 in primary adipocytes.
• to evaluate the role of PDK1 in activation of PKB and PDE 3B, and in insulin-induced antilipolysis, lipogenesis and glucose uptake in adipocytes.

In a screen performed to test compounds for their ability to affect the regulation of human lipolysis, the kinase inhibitor dimethylaminopurine (DMAP) was found to inhibit the antilipolytic effect of insulin. The aims of the fourth paper were therefore:

• to determine the effects of DMAP on biological responses to insulin in adipocytes.
• to investigate the impact of DMAP on signalling molecules mediating these responses.

The experimental outline to address these questions is shown in Fig 15.
Adipocytes isolated from male Sprague-Dawley rats were used as a model system to study insulin signalling and PKB in adipose tissue. Cells were kept in suspension, and stimulated with various hormones, inhibitors and other agents. In some experiments, adipocytes were previously incubated with $^{32}$P, in order to label phosphorylated proteins, or transduced by incubation with adenoviruses carrying genes of interest. After stimulation, cells were homogenized, and cytosol-, crude membrane- or subcellular fractions were prepared by centrifugation. These fractions were subsequently analysed with regards to various signalling components and using different techniques. 2D-PAA and 2D-phosphopeptide mapping were used to study the phosphorylation of PKB. To measure kinase activities, in vitro peptide assays were performed. Protein amounts as well as phosphorylation states were monitored by western blot technique, using protein- and phosphorylation state specific antibodies. Biological responses were measured as the release of glycerol into the medium (antilipolysis), or incorporation of exogenously added radioactively labelled glucose into the lipid phase (lipogenesis) or the uptake of radioactively labelled non-metabolisable glucose into cells (glucose uptake).
Regulation of adipocyte PKB by insulin

As discussed in the introduction, in 1995 it was shown that PKB is activated in response to insulin in a PI3-K-dependent manner (166, 195, 197). Subsequently, the mechanisms for this activation were extensively studied. Phosphorylation was shown to be a critical step in activating the kinase (213, 227), and the sites phosphorylated in response to insulin were shown to be Thr-308 and Ser-473 in PKBα (133), and the corresponding sites in PKBβ (228) and PKBγ (190, 229). Binding to 3’-phosphoinositides, and perhaps translocation to a membrane, was early suggested to be part of the activation mechanism, since the PH domain of PKB possesses this ability, and since this would provide a link between PI3-K and activation of PKB. However, redistribution of PKB to a membrane compartment in response to growth factors had not been demonstrated up to the start of this thesis. The mechanisms for dephosphorylation of PKB have received much less attention, but are nevertheless important in regulating PKB activity. PP2A had been implicated in performing this dephosphorylation, since catalytic subunit of this type had been shown to dephosphorylate PKB in vitro (213).

Most, if not all, of the previous studies regarding the activation mechanism for PKB had been performed by overexpressing PKB in the transformed cell line HEK 293. Although this approach had produced valuable basic information, there was an obvious need to study this issue on endogenous PKB in an important insulin-responsive cell type.

Translocation of PKBα and -β to membranes in response to insulin (papers I, II)

Previously, the PH domain of PKB had been shown to bind 3’-phosphoinositides (248). Interestingly, results from our research group demonstrated that peroxovanadate (pV), a powerful activator of PI3-K, could induce the translocation of PKB from the cytosol to a crude membrane fraction (198). In view of these results, we were interested to investigate whether this also occurred in response to the more physiologically relevant stimuli insulin.

For this purpose, primary rat adipocytes were stimulated with insulin and other agents and the presence of PKB protein and activity in cytosol and a crude membrane fraction, was studied using western blot and an in vitro peptide kinase assay respectively. As shown in Fig 16, insulin indeed induced a translocation of a portion of the PKB pool to the membrane.
Isolated primary rat adipocytes were incubated without (ctrl) or with insulin (ins, 1 nM or 100 nM, 5 min), vanadate (van, 1 mM, 40 min prior to insulin stimulation) and peroxovanadate (pV, 250 µM, 40 min) as indicated in the figure. Cytosol- and membrane fractions were prepared and subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblot analysis using an anti-NT-PKBα antibody.

The translocation was rapid, correlating with the time frame for insulin-induced activation of PKB in adipocytes (198), and occurred at physiological concentrations of insulin (Fig 2, paper I). In addition, pretreatment of the cells with wortmannin demonstrated that the translocation was PI3-K-dependent (Fig 3, paper I). Subcellular fractionation of cells using differential centrifugation, furthermore showed that PKB mainly translocated to the plasma membrane in response to insulin (Fig 4, paper I).

During the preparation of paper I, other researchers reported the translocation of PKB to the plasma membrane in response to insulin and IGF1 (228). This study was again performed using PKB transfected into HEK 293 cells. Importantly, paper I demonstrates, for the first time, insulin-induced translocation of endogenous PKB to the plasma membrane in a physiologically relevant target cell for insulin. Membrane translocation of PKB has since been acknowledged as a critical step of the activation mechanism, bringing PKB in close proximity to some of its substrates as well as upstream kinases such as PDK1, which has been reported to be associated to membranes.

The antibodies used to study the subcellular localization of PKB up to this point, were raised against a PKBα peptide, and, although not entirely specific,
mainly recognized this isoform. The development of PKBβ-specific antibodies made it possible for us to investigate the subcellular localization of this isoform as well, and in paper II (Fig 1) we demonstrate that PKBβ also translocates to the membrane fraction in response to insulin and pV. Preliminary data indicated that PKBβ had a wider distribution among the different membrane fractions than PKBα (unpublished results), in accordance with previously published data from 3T3-L1 adipocytes (250).

**Phosphorylation of PKBβ in adipocytes (paper II)**

Based on the fact that growth factors induced a mobility shift of PKB on SDS-PAGE, and that *in vitro* phosphatase treatment of PKB lead to its inactivation, it was early suggested that growth factor-induced activation of PKB was due to phosphorylation (197, 213, 227). This was also directly shown by *in vivo* 32P-labelling and phosphoamino acid analysis (PAA) (195, 213). However, the data regarding the nature of this phosphorylation were inconsistent; while Burgering et al reported that PDGF-treatment of Rat1 cells mainly induces phosphorylation of serine residues in PKB (195), Andjelkovic et al demonstrated both serine- and threonine phosphorylation in response to (213) serum or phosphatase inhibitor-stimulation of Swiss 3T3 fibroblasts. In 1996, Alessi et al presented a detailed model for how insulin and IGF1 induce activation of PKB by phosphorylation (133). In L6 myocytes, a skeletal muscle cell line, endogenous PKB was shown to be phosphorylated at Thr-308 and Ser-473 in response to insulin. A further characterization of the sites phosphorylated and their importance for activity was performed in HEK 293 cells overexpressing PKB. In these experiments PKB was shown to be phosphorylated at Ser-124 and Thr-450 in unstimulated cells. Mutational analysis revealed that phosphorylation of both Thr-308 and Ser-473 was required for maximal activation of PKB in these cells. Later, similar studies in HEK 293 cells showed that the other PKB isoforms were phosphorylated on the corresponding sites; Thr-309 and Ser-474 in PKBβ and Thr-305 and Ser-472 in PKBγ (190, 228, 229).

With these results as a background, in paper II we performed a detailed study of the insulin-induced phosphorylation of PKB in primary adipocytes. Given the suggested role of PKBβ as the main isoform mediating the metabolic effects of insulin, as well as preliminary results in our laboratory suggesting an interaction between PDE 3B and PKBβ in 3T3-L1 adipocytes, this isoform was chosen as the target of the investigation. One important finding in paper II was that there is no, or very little phosphorylation of PKBβ from unstimulated adipocytes, as can be seen in Fig 17A.
Fig 17 Phosphorylation of PKBβ on serine residues in response to insulin

A. Isolated primary rat adipocytes were 32P-labelled and double samples were treated with or without (ctrl) insulin (ins; 100 nM, 7 min) and calyculin A (CyA; 500 nM, 30 min pretreatment) as indicated. PKBβ was immunoprecipitated from cytosolic adipocyte fractions, subjected to SDS-PAGE and electrotransfer to a nitrocellulose membrane, followed by detection of 32P using digital imaging. The same results were obtained in at least 15 (insulin) and four (CyA+insulin) separate experiments.

B. 32P-PKBβ, prepared and isolated as described in A., was excised from the nitrocellulose membranes and digested with trypsin. The tryptic digest was subjected to acid hydrolysis (6 M HCl, 1 h, 110°C), and phosphoserine, phosphothreonine and phosphotyrosine was separated in two dimensions using thin layer electrophoresis, together with standard phosphoamino acids (S: serine, T: threonine, Y: tyrosine). Labelled and standard phosphoamino acids were visualized by digital imaging, and 0.25 % ninhydrin in acetone respectively. The result is representative of four separate experiments.

This is in contrast to the previous finding from resting HEK 293 cells in which overexpressed PKBβ was found to be phosphorylated on Ser-126 and Thr-451 (251). Similarly, PKBα was shown, both in unstimulated L6 myocytes and HEK 293 cells, to be basally phosphorylated on the corresponding sites. The reason for this discrepancy could be cell type specificity, reflecting the differences between primary cells and cell lines, in
which signalling pathways are often turned on to a certain degree, even in the absence of stimuli. The set of kinases and phosphatases present could also differ in between cell types. An alternative explanation may be a difference in how long the cells were incubated with $^{32}$P. If the basal phosphorylation had a very slow turnover, the 1 hour labelling of the primary adipocytes may not have been enough to incorporate a significant amount of $^{32}$P. L6 myocytes and HEK 293 cells were labelled for 4 hours. As shown in Fig 17B, 2D-PAA revealed that PKBß was almost exclusively phosphorylated on serine residues. The phosphothreonine (P-Thr) content constituted less than 10% of the total phosphoamino acids. As discussed in paper II, many steps were taken to ensure that this result did not have a methodological cause, or was due to a high ser/thr phosphatase activity. In accordance with our results, Burgering et al reported that stimulation of Rat1 cells with PDGF mainly resulted in increased serine phosphorylation of PKB (195).

To identify the serine residue(s) phosphorylated we used 2D-phosphopeptide mapping. This technique met the demands of high sensitivity, given the low amount of $^{32}$P-labelled PKBß obtained from the adipocytes. Similarly, the amount of the single tryptic phosphopeptide that was obtained after insulin-stimulation (Fig 4, paper II), was not enough for direct amino acid sequencing. Instead, the identity was established using 2D-PAA, radiosequencing and immunological techniques (Fig 5 and Fig 6, paper II). All three of these approaches supported that Ser-474 is the major site phosphorylated in adipocyte PKBß in response to insulin.

As discussed in the introduction, this is not the only example of a situation in which mainly one of the two activity-controlling sites is phosphorylated. However, most studies of PKB phosphorylation have been performed using phosphorylation state specific antibodies, signals from which the absolute amount of phosphorylation cannot be concluded. Therefore, there is very little information regarding the true stochiometry between phosphorylation of the two sites in different situations. More studies, using quantitative techniques, are needed to determine the phosphorylation pattern of PKB in various tissues.

It should be noted that the importance of the different phosphorylation sites for PKB activity, was not addressed in paper II. Although P-Thr accounted for less than 10% of the total phosphorylation, threonine phosphorylation of a subset of the PKB molecules could still play an important role for PKB function in adipocytes.

**Dephosphorylation of PKB in adipocytes (paper III)**

PP2A had previously been implicated in dephosphorylation of PKB, since catalytic PP2A subunit could dephosphorylate PKB in vitro (213). However, since phosphatases in vivo are complexed to tissue specific regulatory sunbunits affecting their activity and substrate specificity, there was a need to
investigate dephosphorylation of PKB in adipocytes using intact holoenzymes from the same tissue. In addition, the use of phosphatase inhibitors such as okadaic acid and calyculin A, demonstrated that dephosphorylation is important in the regulation of PKB, but since the in vivo effects of the inhibitors on individual phosphatases were not reported, it was difficult to conclude which type of phosphatase was involved.

Adipocytes have been shown to contain approximately equal amounts of PP1 and PP2A, and much lower levels of PP2B and PP2C (319). To identify which of these phosphatases is responsible for dephosphorylation and deactivation of PKB in adipocytes, we used two approaches. First, phosphatases partially purified from primary adipocytes were used to deactivate adipocyte PKB in vitro. In this way, all adipocyte phosphatases were compared with regards to their role as PKB phosphatases. Also, they were most probably still complexed with the relevant adipocyte regulatory subunits. As shown in Fig 18, results from these experiments showed that PKB phosphatase activity coeluted with PP2A.

Secondly, we took advantage of the different selectivities of the two phosphatase inhibitors okadaic acid and tautomycin. Okadaic acid has a 100-fold higher specificity towards PP2A than PP1. Conversely, tautomycin has a 10-fold higher specificity towards PP1 than PP2A. The effects of these inhibitors on PP2A and PP1 in stimulated intact adipocytes were determined by in vitro measurement of the phosphatase activities in cell homogenates (Fig 2, paper III). This is possible due to the reported strong binding of the inhibitors to the different phosphatases. The impact of okadaic acid and tautomycin on PKB activity (Fig 3, paper III) was also examined. Results from these experiments showed that okadaic acid induced an activation of PKB, under circumstances in which PP2A but not PP1 was inhibited. Tautomycin, which inhibited PP1 but not PP2A, did not induce activation of PKB.

Collectively, these results indicated that PP2A is most likely the phosphatase responsible for dephosphorylation and deactivation of PKB in adipocytes. However, it can not be ruled out that other phosphatases with similar sensitivity to okadaic acid, such as PP4 and PP5, could be involved. The presence of these phosphatases in adipocytes is poorly investigated due to the lack of efficient, isoform specific antibodies.

Subcellular fractionation of adipocyte phosphatases indeed showed that PP2A is present at the plasma membrane (Fig 5, paper III), the presumed site for activation of PKB in response to insulin. Whether deactivation of PP2A could be part of the mechanism by which insulin induces phosphorylation and activation of PKB is debated. In cultured rat skeletal muscle cells, as well as in adipocytes from Wistar rats, insulin has been shown to reduce PP2A (320, 321). However, in Sprague-Dawley rat adipocytes, insulin has been reported
Protein phosphatases from the cytosol of unstimulated rat adipocytes were partially purified by MonoQ chromatography. The MonoQ fractions were assayed for PP1 and PP2A activity and for their ability to deactivate rat adipocyte PKB. The MonoQ fractions were also subjected to Western blotting using antibodies specific for PP1 and PP2A respectively. The results shown are representative of five independent experiments.

either not to affect PP2A activity (322) or to decrease it in the cytosol and increase it in the nucleus (323). These differences could be conferred by regulatory subunits specific for different cells and subcellular compartments. Identification and isolation of the holoenzyme, including regulatory subunits, dephosphorylating PKB in adipocytes, would make it possible to study whether this particular isoform is subject to regulation by insulin.
Fig 19 Summary of the findings regarding the regulation of PKB in adipocytes

In paper I and II we demonstrated that PKB translocates from the cytosol to the plasma membrane in response to insulin. This is believed to induce a conformational change that allows for phosphorylation of PKB by upstream kinases. Since adipocyte PKBβ is mainly phosphorylated on Ser-474 (paper II) in response to insulin, the major kinase responsible for this phosphorylation is PDK2. In addition, we showed that PKB is not phosphorylated in unstimulated cells (paper II). Moreover, the phosphatase responsible for dephosphorylation and deactivation of PKB in adipocytes was shown to be PP2A, or a PP2A-like phosphatase (paper III). PI3-K; phosphoinositide 3-kinase, PIP; phosphatidylinositol phosphate, PH; pleckstrin homology, PKB; protein kinase B, PDK2; phosphoinositide-dependent kinase 2, PP2A; protein phosphatase 2A, S; serine, T; threonine.

Main conclusions
The current view of the regulation of PKB by insulin in adipocytes, based on the findings from papers I, II and III, are summarized in Fig 19.

- PKBα and PKBβ translocate from the cytosol to the membrane in response to insulin in rat adipocytes. PKBα mainly translocated to the plasma membrane.
PKβ is not phosphorylated in unstimulated adipocytes, and mainly gets phosphorylated on Ser-474 in response to insulin, pointing towards an important role of PDK2 for activation of PKB in adipocytes.

PP2A is the phosphatase responsible for dephosphorylation and deactivation of PKB in adipocytes.

**PDKs in primary adipocytes**

As part of our overall goal to study the pathway leading to inhibition of lipolysis, and the insulin-mediated regulation of PKB, we also attempted to identify upstream PKB kinases in adipocytes. Based on the finding that adipocyte PKB(β) is primarily phosphorylated on Ser-474, PDK2 would be predicted to be the major kinase acting on PKB in adipocytes. However, in spite of numerous attempts to detect a Ser-473/474 activity in partially purified adipocyte fractions, we have not been able to establish the identity of PDK2. As discussed in the introduction on p. 43, despite extensive efforts, other researchers have so far also failed to do this.

PDK1 has in other cells been shown to phosphorylate PKB on Thr-308 (63), and in ES cells devoid of PDK1 activity, growth factors failed to induce PKB activity, indicating that in these cells, PDK1 is required for normal activation of PKB (158). The fact that P-Thr constituted approximately 10% of the total PKB phosphorylation in adipocytes suggests that PDK1 does act on a subset of the PKB molecules, and the possibility remains that this may be important for the total amount of PKB activity, and/or for individual biological responses mediated by PKB in adipocytes. Indeed, PDK1 has in overexpression experiments been shown to affect glucose uptake in primary adipocytes (143, 164, 165), suggesting that PDK1 after all could be important in metabolic signalling in adipocytes. We therefore set up the broad aim to address the role of PDK1 in biological responses to insulin in adipocytes, as well as its possible importance in the activation of PKB in these cells.

**Regulation of adipocyte PDK1**

As discussed in the introduction on p. 30, whether PDK1 is regulated by insulin, with regards to activity and subcellular localization is debated. Chen et al previously reported that insulin could stimulate the activity of PDK1 approximately 2-fold (143). However, in other cells, insulin or other growth factors have been shown not to affect PDK1 activity (63, 141, 142). The subcellular distribution of adipocyte PDK1 has previously not been investigated, and studies performed in other cell types are conflicting, some reporting a translocation of PDK1 to the plasma membrane in response to
insulin or other growth factors (149-151), and others an unchanged localization after stimulation (148).

In order to try to clear out the conflicting results regarding the regulation of PDK1, we decided to study this issue on endogenous PDK1 in primary adipocytes. When measuring PDK1 activity, we made use of a quantitative and efficient in vitro immunoprecipitation kinase assay, described by Alessi et al, in which the peptide PDKtide is used as a substrate (324). In contrast to the data presented by Chen et al, but in accordance with several other studies, our preliminary results show that PDK1 is not significantly activated in response to insulin or pV stimulation of adipocytes (Fig 20A), as concluded from kinase activity measurements in homogenates from stimulated cells. However, as demonstrated in Fig 20B, insulin-stimulation of adipocytes resulted in a significant approximate 3-fold increase of membrane-associated PDK1 activity, indicating that a portion of the PDK1 molecules had translocated to the membrane.

**Fig 20** Translocation but no activation of PDK1 in response to insulin in adipocytes
Primary rat adipocytes were incubated with or without (ctrl) insulin (ins, 100 nM, 10 min), wortmannin (wort, 100 nM, 10 min pretreatment) and peroxovanadate (pV, 250 µM, 30 min) as indicated. PDK1 activity was measured in homogenates (A) and a crude membrane fraction (B) respectively, as kinase activity towards PDKtide in PDK1-immunoprecipitates. Results are presented as percent of the control and are means ±SD from four (A) and five (B) independent experiments respectively. The statistical significance of differences was analysed with Student’s t test (paired). * P < 0.05; ns; not significant.
pV induced a substantial increase of PDK1 activity in the membrane fraction, correlating with a disappearance of PDK1 activity from the cytosol (data not shown), suggesting that a large pool of PDK1 moved to the membrane in response to this powerful insulin-mimetic agent.

To our knowledge, this is the first report describing the subcellular distribution of endogenous PDK1 in a target cell for insulin. Translocation of PDK1 to the membrane in response to insulin may be a critical step in allowing PDK1 to phosphorylate some of its downstream substrates.

To ensure that the increased membrane-associated PDK1 activity after insulin stimulation was not due to a specific activation of the PDK1 pool already present in this compartment, the subcellular distribution of the PDK1 protein needs to be investigated, for example by western blot.

**Adenoviral-mediated expression of PDK1 in adipocytes**

To investigate the possible impact of PDK1 on PKB- and PDE 3B activation, as well as on antilipolysis, we used the approach of adenoviral-mediated overexpression of PDK1 in primary adipocytes.

An adenovirus encoding wild type PDK1 (AdPDK1) with a Flag-tag fused to the N-terminus, kindly provided by Egawa et al (163), was used to transduce adipocytes, and the overexpression was characterized by activity measurements and western blot analysis.

As shown in Fig 21A, transduction of adipocytes with an increasing amount of virus, resulted in a dose-dependent increase in PDK1 protein expression, as viewed by using an anti-PDK1 antibody. The overexpressed PDK1 could also be detected with an anti-Flag antibody (data not shown). The increase in PDK1 protein was correlated with an increased PDK1 activity, demonstrating that the AdPDK1 was catalytically active (Fig 21B).

In future experiments cells expressing wt and mutant forms of AdPDK1 will be stimulated with insulin, and the downstream effects of the overexpression on PKB- and PDE 3B activities will be determined. In addition, insulin-induced antilipolysis, lipogenesis and glucose uptake will be measured in order to investigate whether PDK1 overexpression affects these responses to insulin.

**Main conclusions**

- Rat adipocyte PDK1 is not activated in response to insulin or pV.
- Insulin and pV induce a translocation of PDK1 to the membrane fraction of primary adipocytes.
Fig 21 Adenoviral-mediated expression of PDK1 protein and activity in adipocytes Isolated primary rat adipocytes were transduced overnight (16 hours) with the indicated amount of wt pdk1 adenovirus (Adpdk1). Homogenates from the cells were subsequently analysed by western blot (A), using an anti-PDK1 antibody, and by measurement of kinase activity (B) towards PDKtide in PDK1-immunoprecipitates. Results in B. are presented as fold overexpression.

DMAP and its impact on adipocyte metabolism

Bearing in mind the role of lipid metabolism in the development of pathological states such as insulin resistance and obesity, the possibility to manipulate metabolic signalling pathways is of great therapeutic interest. In a screen, performed in collaboration with Arner et al, to test compounds for their ability to affect the regulation of human lipolysis, dimethylaminopurine (DMAP) was found to efficiently block the antilipolytic effect of insulin. DMAP is a purin analogue, that was originally used as a general kinase inhibitor, in studies of meiosis in oocytes (325-327). Later, it was found to block TNF\(\alpha\)-induced activation of the MAPK member JNK, and was therefore used in studies of TNF\(\alpha\) signalling in various cell types (328-330). However, the effect of DMAP on insulin signalling in adipocytes had not
previously been investigated, and the direct cellular targets of DMAP were unknown.

**Effect of DMAP on insulin-induced biological responses (paper IV)**

In paper IV, we proceeded to investigate the impact of DMAP on biological responses to insulin in both human- and rat adipocytes. As demonstrated in Fig 22, pretreatment of rat adipocytes with DMAP blocked insulin-induced antilipolysis (A), lipogenesis (B) and glucose uptake (C), in a dose-dependent manner. Similar results were obtained in human adipocytes (data not shown).

**Impact of DMAP on signalling molecules (paper IV)**

In order to determine the mechanism by which DMAP exerts its effects on insulin signalling pathways, we looked for effects of DMAP on selected signalling components. An obvious common mediator of the three biological responses blocked by DMAP is the IR. However, insulin-induced tyrosine phosphorylation was not affected by DMAP pretreatment of adipocytes, indicating that DMAP acts further downstream (Fig 4, paper IV). As discussed in detail in the introduction, PKB has been implicated in both antilipolysis, glucose uptake and lipogenesis, and we therefore investigated the possible effect of DMAP on PKB. Indeed, DMAP inhibited PKB activity both *in vitro* and in cells (Fig 5, paper IV). If the effect in cells was due to a direct action of DMAP on PKB was not entirely clear, since the *in vitro* inhibition required high concentrations, and upstream signalling also seemed to be affected, as judged by complex alterations in PKB phosphorylation. However, collectively these results do suggest that PKB may be a cellular target for DMAP.

Surprisingly, the inhibition of PKB did not influence insulin-induced activation of PDE 3B (Fig 6, paper IV). These data suggests that PKB may not be the only insulin-stimulated PDE 3B kinase. Alternatively, the PKB activity that remained after DMAP inhibition (50%), was enough to fully activate PDE 3B.

Since DMAP previously had been shown to function as an inhibitor of JNK activation, we wanted to study the possible involvement of JNK in antilipolysis, to see if the DMAP effect on this response to insulin could be partly mediated by JNK inhibition. Our conclusion from these experiments is that JNK may indeed be involved in mediating antilipolysis in adipocytes. This conclusion was based on the following findings; first, JNK was, as previously shown by others (331-333), activated in response to insulin (Fig 7a, paper IV). Secondly, the strong JNK-activator arsenite also induced antilipolysis, to a similar degree as insulin (Fig 7c, paper IV). Furthermore, the direct JNK inhibitor SP600125 (334), was able to block the antilipolytic
**Fig 22 Inhibition of insulin-induced biological responses by DMAP**

**A.** Isolated primary rat adipocytes were preincubated for 30 min with or without different concentrations of DMAP, and then stimulated with isoprenaline (iso, 100 nM) and insulin (ins, 1.7 nM), for 30 min. Lipolysis was then measured as accumulated glycerol release. Because of the variation in absolute values, results are presented as percent of the maximal value within each group of DMAP concentration, and are mean values ±SD from four independent experiments.

**B.** Primary rat adipocytes were preincubated for 30 min with or without DMAP at the concentrations indicated, and stimulated with insulin for 30 min (100 pM). Lipogenesis was measured as the incorporation of 3H-glucose into adipocyte neutral lipids. Results are presented as percent of the maximal value, and are means ±SD from four independent experiments.

**C.** Primary rat adipocytes were preincubated for 30 min with or without 100 nM wortmannin (wort) or different concentrations of DMAP, and stimulated with 1 nM insulin for 30 min. Uptake of 2-deoxy 3H-glucose from the medium was measured by scintillation counting of the cells. Results are presented as percent of the maximal value, and are means ±SD from three independent experiments. The statistical significance of differences was analysed with Student’s t test (paired). *** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05.

The mechanisms for the activation of JNK by insulin are not known, and especially, the role of this activation is scarcely investigated. Insulin stimulation of JNK has previously mainly been implicated in insulin-induced regulation of gene transcription via the activator protein-1 (AP-1) transcription complex, which includes c-Jun and ATF2, two known substrates for JNK (331, 335). However, recently JNK has also been suggested to mediate negative feedback of the insulin signal (89, 336). This is suggested to occur via JNK phosphorylation of Ser-307 in IRS-1 (89). Inhibition of JNK in 3T3-L1 adipocytes using a JNK-binding peptide (JBP), resulted in increased insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (336). In contrast to this, JNK has also been implicated as a positive mediator of metabolic insulin signals. Moxham et al suggested that JNK mediates activation of glycogen synthase in response to insulin, via activation of RSK3, an upstream kinase of GSK3 (337). Thus, the role of JNK in insulin signalling is still poorly defined.

**Main conclusions**
- DMAP inhibits insulin-induced antilipolysis, lipogenesis and glucose uptake in adipocytes.
• These effects of DMAP may be mediated via inhibition of PKB and JNK.
• JNK may be involved in the antilipolytic effect of insulin.

**Future perspectives and goals**

The availability of specific inhibitors of PKB would provide an opportunity to evaluate the suggested role of PKB in different biologic processes. To develop such inhibitors is a great challenge, primarily for the pharmaceutical industry, but also for academic researchers.

To further establish the role of PKB and PDK1 in adipocyte function, transgenic animal models will be of great use. As has been discussed, mice lacking PKBα and PKBβ respectively have been generated. Adipocytes from these mice would be an excellent model in which to study the role of PKB in, for example antilipolysis. The general disruption of the PDK1 gene in mice is embryonic lethal, but mice lacking PDK1 specifically in adipose tissue may yield valuable information as to the importance of PDK1 in this tissue.

Immediate goals regarding the projects that were initiated in this thesis are;
• To determine the importance of Thr-309 and Ser-474 respectively, as well as the basal phosphorylation sites Ser-126 and Thr-451, for activation of adipocyte PKBβ in response to insulin, using mutational analysis.
• Continue the search for the upstream kinase responsible for Ser-473/474 phosphorylation of PKB in adipocytes.
• Investigate the role of PDK1 in activation of PKB and PDE 3B, as well as in insulin-induced antilipolysis, lipogenesis and glucose uptake in adipocytes, using adenoviral-mediated overexpression of PDK1.
• Further investigate the role of JNK in antilipolysis.
POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING

Det övergripande syftet i denna avhandling har varit att öka förståelsen för uppkomst av typ 2 diabetes (så kallad åldersdiabetes), en snabbt växande folksjukdom. Detta har gjorts genom att studera de molekylära mekanismer som ligger till grund för hur insulin kommunikerar med celler i kroppen. Avhandlingsarbetet har resulterat i fyra artiklar, varav tre (I-III) är publicerade i vetenskapliga tidskrifter, och en (IV) är insänd för granskning inför publikation.

**Hur verkar insulin?**

Hormonet insulin produceras av celler i bukspottskörteln och släpps ut i blodet efter en måltid, som svar på en ökad förekomst av näringsämnen. Insulins uppgift är att se till att den intagna näringen lagras i kroppen för framtida behov. Insulin transporteras till sina målvävnader muskel, lever och fettväv där det stimulerar upptaget av socker (glukos), fettsyror och aminosyror ur blodet, och lagring av dessa i form av kolhydrater, fett och protein.

Exakt hur insulin verkar på cellerna i målvävnaden är fortfarande oklart, men forskning gjord under de senaste tio åren har ökat kunskaperna om hur denna kommunikation går till. Insulin binder in till receptorer på ytan av målcellerna. Denna inbindning utlöser en serie reaktioner som fortplantar sig in i cellen och slutligen resulterar i ett **biologiskt cellsvar**, till exempel att glukos tas upp i cellen. De olika stegen i denna **signalkedja** (se Fig 23) består av en rad proteiner, i regel enzymer, som påverkar varandra till exempel genom att aktivera eller inaktivera nästa länk i kedjan. Detta sker ofta genom att en fosfatgrupp fästs på proteinet, så kallad **protein-fosforylering**. Enzymer som utför fosforyleringar kallas **kinaser**, och de som klyver av en fosfatgrupp (**defosforylering**) har samlingsnamnet **fosfataser**. Av proteiner som ingår i insulinens signalkedja är de som följer närmast efter insulinreceptorn relativt väl karaktäriserade. Hur signalen vidarebefordras från dessa, fram till det biologiska svaret, är däremot i många fall okänt.

**Diabetes, insulinresistens och fettväv**

Diabetes är en av våra stora folksjukdomar, och kännetecknas av en förhöjd nivå av glukos i blodet. 3-6% av befolkningen i Europa och USA har diabetes, och många av dessa drabbas även av komplikationer i form av skador på njurar, ögon, nerver och blodkärl. Typ 1 diabetes (ungdomsdiabetes) kännetecknas av en i stort sett total brist på insulin, till följd av ett autoimmunt angrepp på bukspottskörtelsens insulinproducerande celler. En stor majoritet av diabetespatienterna (90-95%) har typ 2 diabetes, även kallat åldersdiabetes eller icke-insulinberoende diabetes. Patienter i denna grupp har,
till skillnad från typ 1 diabetiker, en kvarstående men varierande förmåga att producera insulin.

Typ 2 diabetes är starkt kopplat till fetma, vilket tyder på att fettväven kan spela en viktig roll vid uppkomsten av insulinresistens. Fettvårens huvudsakliga uppgift är att lagra energi i form av fett. Insulin stimulerar denna lagring framförallt genom att minska nedbrytningen av fett, men även via ökat upptag av fett och glukos i cellerna och nyproduktion av fett molekyler. Utöver fettlägning har fettväven på senare tid också visats ha ytterligare funktioner såsom produktion av hormoner och andra ämnen som frisläpps i blodet. De senaste åren har många studier visat att defekter i fettväven, till exempel en felaktig omsättning (lagring och nedbrytning) av fett, med ökad frisättning av fettsyror som följd, kan vara en direkt orsak till insulinresistens. Många av de övriga ämnen som produceras i fettväven har också visats kunna påverka cellers känslighet för insulin, och ofta är mängden av fettsyror och dessa ämnen störd hos patienter med diabetes.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig 23 Schematisk bild över en signalkedja och hur PKB påverkas av insulin.**

Specifikt syfte och metod
För att identifiera möjliga orsaker till insulinresistens hos patienter med diabetes, är det nödvändigt att först klargöra hur insulin förmedlar sina signaler hos friska individer. Eftersom fettväven har visats spela en central roll vid uppkomst av insulinresistens är det av särskilt intresse att studera insulin-signalering i denna vävnad, samt hur omsättningen av fett styrs av insulin. Det huvudsakliga syftet med denna avhandling har varit att studera ett specifikt enzym som ingår i insulins signalkedja, nämligen proteininkinas B (PKB), och utreda på vilka sätt aktiviteten hos PKB regleras av insulin.

Som modellsystem har jag för detta syfte använt fettceller (adipocyter) som isoleras från friska råttor. Dessa celler stimulerades med hormoner, till exempel insulin, varefter konsekvenserna inne i cellerna analyserades, dels vad det gäller PKB och andra proteiner i insulins signalkedja, men även vad det gäller biologiska svar, framförallt hämning av fettnedbrytning.

PKB i fettceller fosforyleras på aminosyran serin-474 som svar på insulin (II)
Tidiga studier visade att PKB, som många andra enzymer, aktiveras som svar på insulin genom fosforylering (Fig 23). I en studie gjord i odlade njurceller identifierades de aminosyror i PKB som det sitter fosfatgrupper på, och man fann att i stimulerade celler var PKB fosforylerat på två aminosyror. Stimulering med insulin resulterade i fosforylering av ytterligare två, nämligen treonin-309 och serin-474. I delarbete II var syftet att i detalj studera fosforylering av PKB i fettceller, som ju är en målcell för insulin i kroppen. Vi kunde då visa att, till skillnad från i odlade njurceller, var PKB helt ofosforylerat innan stimulering. Behandling med insulin ledde framförallt till fosforylering av den ena aminosyran, serin-474. Denna studie visar att PKB-aktiviteten kan regleras på olika sätt i olika celltyper. Därför är det viktigt att molekylära studier som denna inte bara utförs i odlade celler, som ofta har sitt ursprung i tumörer, och därför skiljer sig från naturligt insulininkänsliga celler, som kommer direkt från djur eller människor (så kallade primära celler).

PKB:s lokalisation inom cellen förändras av insulin (I)
Ett annat sätt på vilket enzymers aktivitet kan styras är via förändringar i deras lokalisation inom cellen. I signalkedjor ansamlas ofta ingående proteiner vid cellytan, varvid de mer effektivt kan påverka varandra och därmed sända signalen vidare. En konsekvens av insulinstimulering är fosforylering av en del av de fettmolekyler som bygger upp cellmembranet (Fig 23). I icke stimulerade celler finns PKB fritt i cellens inre, cytosolen, men eftersom PKB visats kunna binda till fosforylerade membranmolekyler i provröret föreslogs att PKB möjligen förflyttas till cellmembranet som svar på insulin. I delarbete I visade vi att insulin mycket riktigt orsakar en förflyttning av en del av
fettcellens PKB-molekyler från cytosolen till cellmembranet. Denna förflyttning var en snabb process, som ägde rum även vid låga koncentrationer av insulin, i nivå med dem som finns naturligt i kroppen. Förflyttning av PKB till membranet har senare visats vara en viktig steg i aktiveringen av PKB. Den rådande hypotesen är att PKB genom förflyttning till cellmembranet därmed kommer i närmare kontakt med det kinas som utför fosforyleringen och själv aktiveringen av PKB. Dessutom medför inbindningen av PKB till membranmolekylerna en förändring av PKB:s tredimensionella form, som gör att fosfatgruppen lättare kan sättas på.

**PKB defosforyleras av ett fosfatas av typen 2A (III)**
Fosforyleringsgraden av ett protein balanseras alltid av närvaron av fosfataser som utför defosforyleringen (Fig 23). Förhållandet mellan kinas- och fosfatasaktivitet leder till ett nettoresultat vad det gäller fosforyleringen av ett visst protein. I delarbete III var vi intresserade av att identifiera fosfataser som ansvarar för defosforylering och därmed inaktivering av PKB i fettceller. Fosfataser klassificeras på grundval av sina olika egenskaper, och fettceller innehåller framförallt fosfataser av typen proteinfosfatas 1 (PP1) och -2A (PP2A). För att utreda dessa två fosfataser roll i defosforyleringen av PKB utnyttjade vi hämmare, med vilka man selektivt kan minska aktiviteten av det ena eller det andra fosfataset. Fettceller behandlades med hämmarna och eventuella förändringar i aktiviteten och fosforyleringen av PKB analyserades. Vi renade också fram fosfataserna från fettceller och jämförde deras förmåga att inaktivera PKB i provröret. Samtliga resultat från dessa olika experiment tydde på att PP2A är det fosfatas som defosforylerar och därmed inaktiverar PKB i fettceller.

**DMAP hämmar insulins effekter på fettomsättningen (IV)**
Med tanke på fettvävens centrala roll vid fetma och utveckling av diabetes, är det av stort intresse att finna ämnen med vilka man kan påverka fettomsättningen. Vi fann att behandling av fettceller från människa med kinashämmaren dimethylaminopurin (DMAP) ledde till en försämrad förmåga hos insulin att hämma fettnedbrytningen. I delarbete IV, studerades DMAP:s effekter på fettomsättningen närmare, och enskilda proteiner i cellen som påverkas av DMAP identifierades. Förutom en utslagning av insulins förmåga att minska fettnedbrytning, fann vi också att behandling av fettceller med DMAP ledde till en hämning av insulins förmåga att öka upptag av glukos och nyproduktion av fett. Vidare kunde vi visa att DMAP:s effekter inte kunde förklaras av en direkt verkan på insulin's receptor, eftersom denna inte påverkades av DMAP-behandling. Däremot fann vi att aktiviteten av PKB hämmades av DMAP, både inne i cellen och i experiment i provröret.
Hämning av PKB är en möjlig förklaring till DMAP:s effekter på fettomsättningen.

**Betydelse och tillämpning**

PKB har under de senaste fem åren visats vara ett mycket centralt protein i insulinens signalkedja. Detta illustreras av att genetiskt manipulerade möss som saknar PKB utvecklar insulinresistens och diabetes. Dessutom har man funnit att PKB spelar en roll i cancerceller, eftersom PKB visats kunna öka cellers delningstakt och förmåga till överlevnad. I samstämmighet med detta har mängden PKB funnits vara förhöjd vid många typer av cancer.

Att kunna påverka PKB:s aktivitet är med detta som bakgrund av stort intresse. Denna avhandling har bidragit med förutsättningar för detta genom att öka förståelsen för hur PKB-aktiviteten styrs på molekylär nivå.
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